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S IYMMARY. 
A simple growth/induction test was developed to study induc-
ible resistance to tetracyclines mediated by it-factors. Using 
this technique, the resistance levels conferred by four it-factors 
in gecherichia coli K12 and a T  plasmid in Kiebsiella aerogenes 
V9A were studied. Comparisons were made of the resistance levels 
of resistant (a') cells,betore and after pretnduction with a sub-
inhibitory concentration of antibiotic,and sensitive (_) cells. 
The live determinants studied fall into two resistance groups s 
the high-level group confers about 3.5 times more resistance in 
both induced and uninduced cultures than the low-level group to 
Tetracycline and to Minocycline, a new analogue modified at C6 and 
C?. Uinocycline is much more effective against resistant cells 
than Tetracycline due to failure of the resistance mechanism to 
exclude Minocycline efficiently. In addition, Minocycline is 
less effective than Tetracycline in inducing increased res&st-
ance. 
Mutant it-factors giving constitutive tetracycline resist-
ance were produced by UTO mutagenesis. Such mutants conferred 
high-level resistance which was not further inducible to a higher 
level and was maintained when the mutant it-factors were trans-
ferred, Attempts were made to classify these mutants by intro-
ducing into the same cell, the wild-type it-factor BPI. 
The abilities of several tetracycline analogues to induce 
R-factor resistance were investigated. Compounds having altered 
substituents of the A ring were unable to induce resistance. 
These results are discussed in relation to a model proposed 
to explain the inducible nature of a-factor tetracycline resistance, 
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THE TETRACYCLINE ANTIBIOTICS. 
The tetracyclines are a group of closely related anti-
biotics with activity against a wide range of micro-organisms. 
Their medical applications are numerous, and after 25 years, 
new derivatives with improved properties are still being dis-
covered (see •Garrod & O'Grady 1972). 
Fig. 1. Structure of the tetracyclines. 
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The chemical structures of some of the tetracyclines 
in clinical use are shown above, along with the approx-
imate dates of introduction (?ig.1). The most recent 
additions to the list, Doxycycline (DOC) and Lilnocycline 
(me) are undergoing preliminary trials at the time of 
writing. 
The compouãds of Fig.1 all have different substit-
utions on 05-07, the "upper periphery" of the molecule, 
and this is reflected in their differences in potency. 
oxytetracycline (OTC) and Tetracycline (c) have similar 
activities, whereas Chlortetracycline (OTC) has slightly 
higher activity, and DeiSthylchlortetracycline (DMCTC) 
• 	about C 	Li-.-. UBU 	 ) usjziea OLW acti-Vity US 01w paxant 
both in vitro and in vivo. Many reports indicate that 
the chlorinated derivatives are more inhibitory (Welch 
et.al .1954, M°Cormick et.al.19579 19600 Olarte 1960, 
Vineyard et,al.1960, Roberts et.al.1960, Hirsch et.al . 
1960, Finland & Garrod 1960, Clapper & Proper 1960, 
Garrod & Waterwortb 1960, Kirby et.al.1961. 
Doxycycline (DOC) has very high activity (Rosenblatt 
et.al .1967), and Minocycline (MC) has the highest activ-
ity reported to date of any tetracycline compound (Ream 
1967, Jarolmen et.al .1970). 
StructureJpunctjon Relationships. 
Blackwood & English (1970) describe 84 tetracycline 
compounds in an attempt to correlate chemical structure 
2 
with antibacterial activity. They conclude that certain 
fundamental structural features are required for anti-
bacterial activity* 	 11  
Integrity of the 2-carboxy group must be maintained 
since its alteration leads to destruction of antibacterial 
activity, as in the nitriles. Numerous compounds with 
substitutions of the amido group, however, retain anti-
bacterial activity. 
Tetracyclines possess two ultra-violet absorbing 
chrornophores, the A ring, and the BCD rings. Disrupt-
ion of ring structure by breaking or aromatisation des-
troys antibacterial activity, which is also lost on ex-
-tension (12a-deoxytetracyulines) or blockage (11a-subt1t 
ution) of a chromophore. I 
The 4-dimethylamino group is -necessary for broad-
spectrum activity in vivo. 	 I 
There appears to be an overall atereochemtcal. re -
quirement for activity since the pure optically active 
isomer of 6-demethyl, 6-deoxytetracyckine exhibits 
twice the activity of the totally synthetic dl compound. 
,(Conover et.al .1962) 
The steno conformation of the 4-dimethylamino 
group is also important for antibacterial a'tivity. 
The 4-epitetracyclines, in which the conformation of 
the 4-dimethylamino group Is changed to the fl-position, 
have very little activity (MCC01,wick et,al.1957, T.W. 
Young, personal communication). An interesting compari-
son may be made with -chelocardin which is of very 
-4 
similar chemical structure to the tetracyclines (see Gale 
et..al. 1972). 
Fig. 2. 	Structure 'of fl-chelocardin. 
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The 4-amino group is here in the api p)-configuration 
yet the compound retains good antibacterial activity. If 
the 4-amino substitution is altered to the o<-configuration 
which is normally found in tetracyclines, activity is lost. 
It may be, however, that the A rings of -chelocardin and 
tetracycline differ sufficiently to have distinct ateric 
requirements at C4 for activity (Mao & Robishaw 1971). 
Blackwood & English (1970) point out that in the tetra-
cyclines, substitutions at C5-07 on the "upper periphery" 
have proved the most successful in attempts to develop 
new tetracyclines of increased efficacy against micro-
organisms. Alterations of other parts of the molecule 
tend to interfere with the fundamental requirements for 
activity. 
In view of the importance of pharmacodynamic prop-
erties, in vitro results may be extrapolated to in vivo 
situations only with extreme caution. These properties 
El 
affect parameters such as tissue binding, rate of excretion, 
and serum half ,-life, which are of considerable importance 
to the efficacy of antibiotics in vivo, 
THE MODES OF TETRACYCLINE ACTION. 
The mull. iple modes of action of the tetracyclines 
due to their large number of reactive groups, have been 
discussed by Hahn (1959), and by Snail & Cheng (1961)., 
The close chemical similarities among the tetracyclines, 
their similar antibiotic spectra, and the cross-resistance 
which develops to them, have led to the conclusiod that 
their inhibitory, ch&iisms In mLoobax cells arc st 
ilar, if not identical1 
Hahn (1959) considered that a given biological 
system contained one particular reaction which was prim-
arily inhibited by the antibiotic, and that growth inhib-
ition resulted, It was supposed that this key reaction 
need not be the same in every biological system. 
Hahn drew up a. general set of criteria for defining 
the key process, arguing that it should be vital to the 
metabolism of the cell, and should be inhibited in sens-
itive organisms by concentrations of antibiotic of the 
same order as the growth inhibitory concentration. In 
addition, the degree of inhibition should approach an 
all-ornone effect, and must depend on the specific chem-
ical structure of the antibiotic molecule in precisely 
the same manner as the growth inhibition effect. 
5 
Ii 
Laskin (1967) in a very comprehensive review, des-
cribee a large number at effects of tetracyclines. Res-
piration and oxidation have been shown to be inhibited, 
as well as many enzymes and protein synthesis, in both 
microbial and mammalian systems. 
Chelation of Metallic Ions. 
The ability of tetracyclines to theists metallic 
ions was a major consideration in early work on inhibition 
by the tetracyclines. Weinberg (1957) reviews this aspect 
comprehensively. The inhibitory effect may generally be 
reversed by the addition of excess of divalent catione., 
the 5est ettective being 	and Mg'. Although the 
correlation between antibiotic potency and chelation is 
tar from complete, there is no convincing evidence that 
this is the key reaction inhibited by tetracyclines* The 
main objections are that compounds such as the isotetra- 
cyclines, which have no significant antibacterial activity, 
can still chelate metallic cations * and that chelation 
could not account for the inhibition observed at some of 
the very low concentrations tested. 
Recently, White & Cantor (1971) have suggested that 
%gt 
Is involved in the binding of tetracyclines to £, ooli ribs. 
somas. This work, however, demonstrates highly selective 
chelation, specific to ribosome-bound kg 	and not to 
"free ion" which has been studied by most other invest-
igators. 
4 
Inhibition of Protein Synthesis. 
Protein synthesis is now believed to be the primary target 
of the tetracyclines (see Gale et.al. 1 972 ) , 
Gale & Paine (1950) first reported inhibition of protein 
synthesis of Staphylococcus aureus by •chlortetracycline, Gale 
&Folkee (1953) showed that protein synthesis ins. auretw 
could be inhibited by concentrations of tetracycline and oxy-
tetracycline which were within the growth inhibitory range. 
Protein synthesis may be regarded as a 3-stage process: 
10 Amino acid activation and attachment to tRNA. 
2.) Formation of the arninoacyl-messenger-riboeome complex: 
attachment of mRNA. to the ribosomes. 
binding of the amioaoyl-tRA to the ibos-
messenger complex.. 
3.) Transfer of amino acids from tENA to the peptide chain 
and the formation of peptide bonds. 
Early investigators studied the Incorporation of labelled 
amino acids into protein and concluded that this "transfer 
reaction" described in 2.) and 3.) above was the process 
inhibited by tetracyclines. 
Rendi & Ochoa (1962) reported that oxytetracycline and 
chloramphenicol were similar in their ability to inbbit the 
in vitro transfer reaction in E.coli, but that neither antI-
biotia was effective in a system from rat liver. 
Franklin (1962, 1963a) demonstrated inhibition by chlor-
tetracycline of the in vitro transfer reaction in prepar-
ations from E.coli and rat liver. He was unable (Franklin 
1 963b) to show an analagous inhibition in vivo,in rats, 
7 
suggesting that the drug might not be able to reach its inhib-
itory site. Franklin (1963a) showed that high concentrations 
of antibiotic were required to inhibit the mammalian system 
and suggested that this could account for the anomalous results 
of Rendi & Ochoa (1962). 
Later investigators attempted to determine which iñdiv-
idual step in te transfer reaction is inhibited by tetracyc-
lines. 
The binding of tetracyclines to components of cell-free 
protein synthesising systems has been widely studied. Although 
the drugs have been shown to bind to DNA (Kohn 1961), synthetic 
pOlynucleotides (Oonnaivacher & Mandel 1965, Day 1966a), tRNA 
(Day 1966a), and proteins (Kohn 1961), the bindtng to nbc-
somes was shown by Day (1966b) to be the binding relevant to 
the inhibitory action of tetracyclines. 
Further evidence (Connamacher & Mandel. 1965s 1968, Day 
1966a, Maxwell 1968) suggested that tetracyclines bind mainly 
to the 30s ribosomal subunit, and Maxwell (1967a,b) showed 
that tetracycline caused removal of tRiLL bound to polysomes. 
This implied that tetracycline competed with aminoacyl-tRifA 
for binding to the ribosomal-mRtTA complex, possibly at the 
A site of the 30e ribosomal subunit. 
RESISTANCE TO THE TETRACYCLINES 
Resistance to the tetracyclines may be determined by 
either chromosomal or R-factor genes. The evidence suggests 
that R-factorgenes confer higher levels of resistance than 
chromosoma]. mutations. 
Chromosomal Resistance. 
Chromosomal drug resistance in bacteria has been known 
for some time and even in some of the earliest work, two dis-
tinct types were recognised. Demerec (1948) described single-
step resistance to streptomycin, where one mutation is. suffic-
lent to confer high-level resistance. Multiple-step resist-
ance to penicillin was reported by Demerec (1945) and to 
chioramphenico). by Cavalli & Maccacaro (1950). In these cases, 
several mutations are necessary for maximum resistance. 
Chromosomal tetracycline resistance appears to be of the 
multi-step type. 
The direct effects of these chromosomal mutations to 
tetracycline resistance are poorly understood. It is probable 
that they affect cell permeability to the drug by causing 
minor modifications in enzymes concerned with the structure 
of the cell envelope (Reeve & Bishop 1965a,b). Some such 
mutations mapped at or near the capa(lon) locus (Reeve 1968). 
This locus is concerned with the regulation of several enzymes 
of capsular polysaccharide synthesis (Markovitz & Baker 1967). 
Dezeeuw (1966) suggested that multi-step mutations of 
this nature cause changes in cell-wall chemistry, thereby 
reducing the quantity or affinity of tetracycline absorption 
sites. Although it is not known whether multi-step mutations 
act additively or some as modifiers of others, they have been 
shown to modify the expression of R-factor genes (Reeve 1966), 
Yokota & Aktba (1962) studied tetracycline resistance 
in a chromosomally-resistant strain of E.coli selected by the 
serial passage technique of English & Geiwicks (1950. They 
claimed that this strain had altered ribosomes which were 
not susceptible to tetracyclines, and suggested a change in 
internal metabolic pathways. These findings have not been 
convincingly supported. 
Okamoto & Mizuno (1964) reported that a cell-free system 
of a chromosusally resistant E.coli strain was sensitive to 
tetracyclines. Similar results were reported by Franklin & 
Godfrey (1965) although their strain later appeared to con-
tain an R-factor rather than a chromosomal mutation. 
B-factor Resistance, 
The various mechanisms of microbial drug resistance have 
been reviewed by Davis & Naas (1952) and ?Loyed (1964). 
The mechanisms of fi-factor mediated tetracycline resistance 
resorted for a variety of organisms is believed to involve 
a change in permeability of the cell envelope which restricts 
entry of the drug, 
Some antibiotics, such as perzicllins, chioramphenicol, 
streptomycin, and kanamy.cin are inactivated by enzymes in 
resistant cells. Searches for .analogous enzymes responsible 
for tetracycline resistance have been unsuccessful. Okamoto 
& Suzuki (1965) detected inactivating enzymes for chioram-
phenicol, dihydrostreptomycin, and kanamycin in a multiple-
resistant strain of E.coli. They were unable to demonstrate 
an enzyme capable of inactivating tetracyclines. 
Sompolineky et.al . (1970b) showed that a strain of 
S. aureus carrying a tetracycline-resistance plasmid did 
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not alter the chromatographic or spectrophotometric properties 
of tetracycline in the medium. The biological activity of the 
drug was also maintained, In addition, tetracycline accumul-
ated intracallularly by the organism was unaltered as regards 
these properties, and no degradation products were detectable. 
Izaki, Kiuchi & Anna (1966) and Dezeeuw (1968) had also been 
unable to demonstrate degradation of tetracyclines in multiple-
resistant strains of E.coli. 
Another approach to the study of the resistance mechan-
ism involved comparisons of protein synthesis in cell-free 
systems derived from sensitive and resistant microbial cells. 
Equal inhibition by tetracyclines was reported for extr-
acts from zone-itive f oromosomally resistant, and R-factor 
carrying cells. (Yokota & Akiba 1962, Laskin & Chan 1964, 
Okamoto & Uizuno 19649 Franklin & Godfrey 196). This suggest-
ed that the cell membrane was the site of action of the res-
istance mechanism. Franklin & Godfrey (1965) also found that 
uptake of tetracyclines by sensitive cells greatly exceeded 
that by resistant cells, implying that the permeability of 
the membrane was involved in resistance. 
FURTHER STUDIES ON THE NATURE OF THE RESISTANCE MECHANISM. 
Once the resistance mechanism had been establishe&,wore 
detailed investigations on its behaviour under various exper-
imental conditions were undertaken. These studies involved 
firstly, uptake and excretion of tetracyclines, and secondly, 
work on the inducible nature of the R-factor resistance 
11 
mechanism. 
Accumulation and Excretion Studies. 
The first results on the uptake of tetracyclines by cells 
were reported by Arima & izaki. (1963) and Izaki & Arima (1963, 
1965). They described experiments in which a sensitive strain 
of E.coii K12 was subjected to very high doses of oxytetra- 
cycline (100-400 ag/mi), 	- 
Uptake of the drug, measured by optical density, was shown 
to be an "active process", dependent on an energy source 
(glucose), and inhibited by ].ow temperature, 2,4-dmnitrophenol, 
and sodium azide. Uptake by sensitive cells was shown to ex-
ceed that for resistant cells. 
Dezeeuw (1968) devised a fluorometric assay for tetracyc-
lines accumulated by cells. He showed that net uptake of tot-
racyclines by both sensitive and resistant cells was a biphasic 
process. 
At drug concentrations lower than the minimum inhibitory 
concentration, uptake proceeded at a low rate, corresponding 
to that of non-viable cells. This reaction was unaffected 
by sodium azide, and was considered to represent adsorption 
to the cell surface. 
Above the minimum inhibitory concentration, there was a 
rapid transition to a faster rate of uptake s which was aztde-
sensitive, and additional to adsorption to the cell surface. 
This was considered to correspond to the energy-dependent 
accumulation observed by Izaki and Artma. 
The difference in uptake between sensitive and resistant 
cells depended on higher antibiotic concentrations before the 
second mode of resistance could function in resistant cells. 
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This was attributed to a decrease in the number or affinity 
(or both) of those sites to which tetracyclines adsorb. 
Franklin & Godfrey (1965) reported that energy-dependent 
uptake of chlortetracycline and tetracycline was greater in 
sensitive than in ieLstant cells of Looli. No system for 
excretion of the drug could be demonstrated in the resistant 
cells. 
Sompolinaky et.al . (1970b) studied the tetracycline 
resistance of S. aureus in relation to uptake of the drug. 
Cells containing a transmissible tetracycline-resistance 
plasmid restricted uptake of the drug compared with sens-
itive cells from which the plasmtd had been eliminated. 
Reynard ; Nellie, & Beck (1971). 	showed that resistance 
to tetracyclines in clinical isolates of E.coli was assoc-
iated with reduced drug uptake. Since minimum inhibitory 
concentrations bore no relation to tetracycline uptake values 
they suggested that loss of tetracycline uptake was not nec-
essarily the primary cause of resistance. 
Izaki, Kiuchi, & Arima (1966) showed that tetracycline 
resistance in a multiple-resistant b'.coli strain could be 
specifically induced to a high level by preincubation with 
a subtnhibttory concentration of the antibiotic. This in-
crease in resistance, which could not be induced in sens- 
itive cells, was accompanied by a reduction in the amount of 
drug accumulated into the cell. 
Franklin (1967) obtained similar results, adding that 
flwapo-oxytetracycltne, an analogue with low antibacterial 
activity, could also produce the induction effect associated 
13 
with decreased uptake of drug. Spheroplasts showed poorer 
drug exclusion than intact cells, but this could be improved 
by induction treatment prior to spheroplast preparation. 
KINETIC ASPECTS OF DRUG ACCUMULATION, 
Franklin has recently turned his attention to the kinetic 
aspects of. tetracycline accumulation. Franklin & Bigginson 
(1969,1970) reported that accumulation by cells subjected to 
low concentrations of tetracycline was readily reversed when 
the cells were resuspended in drug-free medium. Where high 
levels of antibiotic were used, the efflux reaction was slow, 
but could be accelerated by 2,4-d.tntrophcnol, !-ethyl-rnaletrnt4e 
or the absence of energy source (glucose), This suggested 
that energy was important in controlling the balance between 
accumulation and excretion of the drug. 
The distribution of tetracycline among the sub-cellular 
fractions of spheroplasts preincubated with various concen-
trations of antibiotic indicated that 60-70% of the accum-
ulated tetracycline was present in the supernatant fraction. 
A significant amount of the tetracycline in the membrane 
fraction was bound toa macromolecular component in a reaction 
unaffected by metabolic inhibitors, but reduced by low temp-
eratures, The inhibitory effects of EDTA and g++  were 
attributed to their interference with tetracycline binding 
to divalent cations. Osmotic shock had no effect on the in-
flux of tetracycline, suggesting that the hypothetical carrier 
molecule involved in accumulation was tightly bound to the 
membrane, 	 - 
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The kinetics of uptake were shown to be linear from 
0-400 ug/ml, suggesting that the affinity of the carrier for 
tetracycline was low. This finding has been confirmed by 
Reynard & Nellie (1972) who were also unable to demonstrate 
maturation kinetics for tetracycline uptake, and in addition, 
could not detect competition of tetracycline and chlortetra-
cycline for uptake in E.coli. 
On the basis of their observations, Franklin & Higginson 
(1970) proposed a kinetic model for the uptake of tetracyc-
lines by bacterial cells. 
The same carrier was assumed to be involved in tetracyc-
line accumulation and excretion, and it was supposed that no 
accumulation could Occur in the absence of energy (AT?), 
when the kinetic parameters for the rates of influx and efflux 
were equal. 
In the presence of energy (APP) accumulation ocqured until 
the efflux reaction became saturated and the intracellular 
concentration of tetracycline rose. Maximum accumulation was 
shown to occur at 10 ag/mi tetracycline, when a value of 20 
times the external concentration was reached (Franklin 1967). 
It was assumed, therefore, that •: 
V 	 - 	 20.V max( I) 
	max  (e) 
Franklin & Higgineon suggested that efflux: from aphero-
plasts preloaded with high concentrations of tetracycline 
did not occur due to the ability of the cell envelope to hold 
tetracycline at high enough concentrations to maintain uptake 
faster than excretion for some time. 
Franklin & Foster (1971)  studied the effects of EDPA 
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and osmotic shock on tetracycline resistance in E.coli carry-
ing an R-factor. They showed that EDPA-osmotic shock treat-
ment drastically reduced resistance in cells preinduced to 
high-level resistance by a subinhibitory concentration of the 
drug. Resistance could be restored by either returning the 
shocked cells to a glucose-salts medium containing shock proteins 
derived from tetracycline-sensitive or -resistant cells, or by 
incubating the cells in a complex medium without shock proteins. 
This showed that the ability of the shook protein to re-
establish resistance was not due to the presence of a specific 
component determined by the R"factor in resistant cells. The 
restoration of resistance mediated by the R-factor appeared to 
bc scccntary to a stimulation of the biosynthetic activity of  
the shocked cells. This stimulation of biosynthetic activity 
did not specifically require the shock proteins, and could be 
brought about by the complex medium on its own. 
The restoration of resistance depended on protein syn-
thesis but declined on further incubation. Franklin & Foster 
suggested that the R-factor product responsible for restrict-
ing tetracycline uptake had been dislodged by the EBTA-osmotic 
shock treatment, and that further expression of the B-factor 
after shock treatment restored resistance. The decline ob-
served on further incubation was attributed to dilution of 
R-factor product as the cells grew in the absence of further 
Induction, and could be offset by incubation with a low con-
centration of tetracycline (10 ,ug/ml). In addition, a strain 
carrying a constitutive R-factor was better able to re-establish 
prolonged resistance after osmotic shock treatment. 
16 
Franklin (1971) studied the affinity of E.coli membranes 
for tetracycline.. Optimal conditions were p117.5 and 37°C, 
when K m = 0.029mM. It is probable that the binding reaction 
is affected by conformational changes in the membrane at lower 
temperature. Chelating agents such as EDTA and AT? were found 
to inhibit binding of tetracyclines to membranes, This may 
implicate some role of membrane-associated divalent cations 
in tetracycline binding. Free Mg ++ may inhibit binding of 
tetracycline to the membrane by competing with these divalent 
cations for tetracycline. 
Franklin 4 Foster (1971) had shown that the component 
responsible for tetracycline resistance was easily dissociated 
frua ruembranes by oamotIc thcck... E±nce ernbrane preparations 
from sensitive and resistant cells were found to be equally 
capable of binding tetracycline, Frankl tn (1971) suggested 
that the dissociation of the resistance component from the 
membrane could occur during preparative biochemical proc-
ed-urea. 
ThE INDUCIBLE NATURE OF TETRACYCLINE RESISTANCE. 
Izaki, Kiuchi, & Arima (1966) were first to report that 
preincubation with a subinhibitory concentration of tetra-
cycline increased resistance to a subsequent inhibitory dose. 
This increased resistance was associated with a decrease in 
uptake of the inhibitory dose. Although the strain studied 
was multiple-resistant, only drugs of the tetracycline group 
were capable of producing this specific induction effect. 
Franklin (1967) obtained similar results, suggesting 
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that resistance is expressed at a basal level which is aug-
mented by the preinduction procedure. He further showed that 
the preinduction effect was inhibited by chloramphenicol and 
proflavine, whereas 5-fluorouracil had a negligible effect. 
This suggested that reduced uptake and increased resistance 
were due to the specific induction of an enzyme system coded 
for by the R-tactor. 
Inoue et,al.(1970) studied inducible tetracycline resis-
tance in S. aureus. They confirmed earlier findings that the 
induction effect could be blocked by inhibitors of protein 
synthesis such as acttnQmycin-D, chtoramphenicol, and in the 
case of a histidine auxotroph, by omission of histidine from 
the growth medium. The resistance in fully-iii&uoed cells na 
maintained for up to 8 hours, but was lost after 10 hours of 
growth in drug-free medium. 
Further evidence was obtained (sompolinsky et4.al.1970a,b) 
to show that the induction effect could be inhibited by chlor-
amphenicol and aotinoaycin-D, but not by nalidixic acid in 
S. aureus. 
All the studies involving metabolic inhibitors suggest 
that induction of the tetracycline resistance system occurs 
at the level of transcription. A tetracycline analogue of low 
antibacterial activity, ft_apo-oxytetracycline, was shown by 
Franklin (1967) and Sompolinaky et.al .(1970a) to retain the 
ability to induce the resistance mechanism, suggesting that 
different moieties of the molecule are involved in antibiotic 
and inducing ability. 
Franklin & Cook (1971) described an P.-factor mutant 
M 
which appeared to confer constitutive levels of resistance 
to tetracycline. This B-factor, however, retained some 
inducibility when preincubated with a subthh±bitoxyconcen-
tration of tetracycline. For this reason, their results 
should be interpreted with caution, in view of the report by 
Reeve (1966) that chromosomal mutations may affect the ex-
pression of B-factor genes. 
The genetic.uzodel proposed by Franklin (1967) and 
Franklin eCook (1971) for inducible tetracycline resist-
ance is shown below (Fig.3). This model involves components 
analogous to the aa operon of Jacob & Monad (1961). 













A hypothetical carrier molecule of low affinity for tetra-
cycline is situated in the cell membrane, where it accumulates 
the antibiotic into the cell at the expense of energy. 
The R-factor regulatory i gene normally produces a repressor 
substance (presumably protein) which prevents transcription of 
the structural T gene by binding to the operator gene (a). 
In the presence of subinbibitory concentrations of tetra-
cycline, the repressor is inactivated by combining with the 
antibiotic. The resulting conformational change in the rep-
reseor reduces its affinity for the operator. Transcription 
of the P gene is therefore derepreeaed. 
The "resistance protein" translated on this messenger RNA 
is presumed to migrate to the cell ebrane, wher; It reacts 
with the carrier molecule in such a way as to reduce accumul-
ation of tetracycline from the external medium. 
THE PRESENT INVESTIGATION. 
The evidence reviewed above suggests that tetracycline 
resistance mediated by R-factors involves an inducible system 
which depends for its expression on cellular protein synthesis. 
The mechanism of resistance depends on the restriction of drug 
uptake into the cell. 
On the basis of the model, it can be predicted that tetra-
cyclines with suitable chemical structures for high efficacy 
against B-factor carrying cells should exist 1 Alternatively, 
each compounds could be designed on the basis of studies of 
the characteristics of existing tetracycline analogues as 
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regards inhibitory potency and ability to induce resistance. 
Increased activity against resistant cells could be 
caused by 
Greater affinity for the 30s ribosomal subunit A site, 
resulting in more effective inhibition of protein 
synthesis. 
Reduced ability to induce the 'R-factor resistance system 
e.go because of tower affinity for the hypothetical 	- 
repressor molecule, 
More efficient uptake into the resistant cell which is 
not significantly impaired by the resistance system. 
This could involve greater affinity £ or the membrane-
situated carrita. 
Whereas the tetracycline compounds in general use are 
ineffective against R-factor carrying cells, recent reports 
suggest that Minocycline (6-demethyl, 6-deny, 7-dimethylamino 
tetracycline), a new analogue, shows increased efficacy against 
a. wide range of resistant micro-organisms. It was decided, 
therefore, to compare this new tetracycline analogue with the 
parent compound for the characteristics listed above, 
The model proposed by Franklin also predicts the exist-
ence of mutants of the R-factor system conferring constitutive 
high-level resistance. 
Such mutants would tall into two classes 
Those having mutations in the .1. gene (f mutants). 
Those having mutations in the o gene (a° mutants). 
21 
Procedures were developed to Produce these mutant types. 
Classification of the T-constitutive fl-factors was attempted 
by introducing into cells containing such mutants, the com-
patible P-type fl-factor RP1 which confers wild-type inducible 
resistance to tetracyclines. o 0 mutants should retain con-
stitutive resistance levels whereas i mutants should be 
repressible by the S gene product of RP1. 
Genetic studies on these and other mutants will help to 
teat the validity of the Franklin model, 
22 
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CHAPTER 2. 	 MATERIALS & METHODS. 
Bacterial Strains. 
These are listed in Table 1 and were all obtained from 
Dr.E.C.R.Reeve. 
Table 1. Bacterial strains 
in Stock Characters 
ccli 1(12 rg8chsr5iatihaia RE26 ProC T 	- 	 1 s 
RE19 I 	1 	ThC 	Lee-6 	
strt 
RE13 j( 	' 
rStrs 
IClebsielia aerogenee 1 V9A j Prototr-opb 	 - 	
- 
ft-factors. 
The following R-factors were obtained and follow the 
nomenclature of Meynell, Meynell & Datta (1968). 
Table 2. li-factors 











S TS a 
R46 Li 	 i$TSu 
RPI rC - 	 AT}. 
ui 	ability to inhibit fertility of F-factors (see Willetts, 1972). 
carries no sex factor. 
A - Axaptcillifl ; S - Streptomycin ; 2 Tetracycline 
Su Sulphonamide ; K = Kanarnyctn. 
a plasmid conferring tetracycline resistance in 
IClebsiella aerogenos V9A (see Reeve 1 970 , Reeve & Braithwaite 
1970) was obtained from Dr.E.C.R. Reeve. 
RP1, a plasmid derived from Pseudomonas aeruginosa (see 
Sykes & Richmond 1970, Grinsted et.al . 1972) was obtained from 
Dr. D.J. Stewart, EeriotWstt University. 
The other B-factors were obtained from Dr.N. Datta, and 
originated in Salmonella trtimurium. 
Media. 
L-Broth contained lOg Difco Bacto Tryptone, 5g Difco Yeast Extract, 
59 NaCl,  and Ig Glucose, per litre of distilled water. 
L-Broth Mar was of similar composition, with Difco Bacto-Agar 
added at 15g per litre. 
Nutrient Broth contained Sg Difco Nutrient Broth and 59 NaCl 
per litre of distilled water. 
Nutrient Ar was of similar composition, with Difoo Bacto-Agar 
added at 159 per litre. 
Uacconkey Agar was Oxoid tiacconkey Agar No-3. 
DST Agar contained 409 Oxoid DST Agar Base per litre of distilled 
water. 
Minimal Agar contained 6g Na 2IPO4 (anhydrous), 39 1CR2 PO4 .
0 
 Ig NE4C1, 
0.59 NaCl, and 15g Difco Bacto-Agar per litre of distilled water. 
M930  was included at 10
8M,and CaCl 2 at 
Amino Acids at 50 lag/ml, vitamins at 5 )ag/ml, and Sugars at 0.2% 
w/v were added to Minimal Mar as required. 
Saline contained NaC]. at 0.85% w/v. 
Antibiotics. 
Tetracycline HCl (Achromycin) and Minocycline in powder 
form were generous donations from Cyanamid of Great Britain 
and Lederle Laboratories. Other sources were 
Streptomycin (Streptomycin Sulphate) Glaxo. 
Ampiciliin 	(Peabritin) Beecham. 
Kanamycin (Kanasyn) Boots. 
Sulphonamide (Suiphadimidine) Boots. 
These were added to the media In the concentrations 
described in the text. 
METHODS 
Resistance Level Determijstions. 
Two types of test were commonly used 
Minimum Inhibitory Plate Concentration (MIPC). 
This was based on the method of streak testing used by 
Reeve (1966). A fully grown Nutrient Broth culture of the 
strain to be tested (c.10 9 calls/ml) was diluted 10r 2 in saline. 
A single loopfui of the suspension was then streaked across 
test plates containing antibiotic at various concentrations. 
The MIPC was the level of antibiotic permitting thin confluent 
growth, 
Growth/Induction Test in L-Broth. 
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This procedure is fully described in Chapter 3. 
Transfer of R-factors. 
Unless otherwise stated, R-factors were transferred in 
overnight matings, recipients being selected for the possession 
of one resistance determinant. After purification, the presence 
of the other R-factor markers was checked by Oxoid Uultodisks 
(30-44K) placed on DST Agar plates, previously spread with 
c,106 cells of the strain being tested. The plates were scored 
after overnight incubation at 37°C, 
Uutagenesis, 
The mutagenic procedure was that described by Adelberg 
et.c.l (1965) using N_methyl_N''nitroNnitrosOgUanidifle (NTG). 
Mutants of R57 were produced by subjecting RE26/R57 to 100 pg/mi 
NTG for 15 minutes in buffer. After removal of the NTG by wash-
ing with buffer, the cells were treated as described in the text. 
26 
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CHAPTER 3*, 	A COMPARISON OF THE ACTIVITIES OF TETRACYCLINE 
AND MIt4OCYCLINE AGAINST BACTERIA CARRYING SEVERAL 
B-FACTORS. 
R-factor tetracycline resistance is expressed at two 
levels. A. basal level of resistance may be induced to a 
higher level by preincubation with a eubinhibitory concen- 
tration of drug. 
Experiments are described in which attempts were made 
to study the relationships between these levels of resistance 
before and after preinductiort. A comparison was made of 
several R-factors and a plasmid from Elebsiella aeronnea 
conferring tetracycline restttaflcc. 
Tetracycline analogues vary in their inhibitory potency 
and the ability to induce the R-factor resistance mechanism. 
Recent reports suggest that Minocycline, a new tetracycline 
analogue, shows high antibacterial activity against a wide 
range of resistant mtcre-organtems. Attempts are made to 
determine the reason for this increased antibacterial active 
i ty. 
A technique based on growth tests in liquid medium was 
devised and proved a suitable means of investigating these 
problems. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS. 
These are fully described in CHAPTER 2. 
RESULTS. 
Minimum Inhibitory plate Qoncentratlons. (MIPCs) 
Table 3 shows the MIPOs for the strains used in these 
experiments. These were determined by streaking on Macconkey 
Agar supplemented with antibiotic as described in METHODS. 
Table 3. Minimum inhibitory plate concentrations, 
Ket Strain 	R-factor or Plasmtd 	uIPC */ml) 
E. colt RE26 	 - 	 1 	 2 
120 	 10 
160 	 10 
R46 	 40 	 2 
R199 	 40 	 2 
K. aerogenes V9A 	- 1 	 2 
160 	 10 
The results clearly show that R579 R82 9 and T confer 
higher resistance to both antibiotics than R46 and R199. 
Resistance levels to PC are 10-20 times as high as those to 
MC. It is interesting, however, that t( cells are slightly 
more resistant to MC than PC. 
The Growth/IrdactiOn Test Procedure. 
This forms the basis of the comparisons of R-factors 
and tetracycline analogues. Fig. 4 shows results obtained 
in a typical induction test on Kiebsiefla aerogenes V9A 
carrying T , where log optical density (OD) at 550 m),  is 
Nj 
plotted against time. 
Four cultures set up at about 0]) 0.05 In L-Broth from 
overnight cultures were incubated with shaking in a water 
bath at 3700. After 30 minutes, at time 0, two of the cultures 
received a subinhibitory dose of 2 1ug/nl TO (final concen-
tration)., Alter 15 minutes, one induced and one untnduced 
culture received an inhibitory challenge dose of 40 ,ug/ml TC, 
and growth was measured at 30 minute intervals from time 0 
by 0]) readings at 550 mu. 
The inducing dose alone had no significant effect on 
growth rate, whereas the challenge dose alone reduced growth 
to about 20$ of the control growth rate. Preinduction raised 
this figure to about 80%. This illustrates the striking effect 
of induction on the level of resistance expressed. 
Arima & Izaki (1963) 9 and Izaki & Aflma (1963, 1965) 
had previously shown that uptake of ozytetracyelftie caused an 
Increase in 0]) in their cultures. It was therefore necessary 
to establish that the present observations were not due to 
this effect, and were instead caused by growth of the bacteria. 
To resolve this problem, strain RE26 carrying R57 was sub-
jected to the induction test procedure. An inducer dose of 
2 pg/mi and a challenge dose of 80 Mg/ml were used.. In 
addition to readings of 0]), VC (viable count) was estimated 
by sample dilution and plating on Nutrient Mar. 
Fig. 5 shows the results of this experi. onto Changes 
in 0]) were accompanied by corresponding changes in VC,and no 
significant effect of drug absorption was detected. 
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Time (mm) 
Fig. 4. Effect of induction and challenge with PC on V9A 
growing in L-Broth. Black symbols: cultures induced with 
2 pg/nil at time 0. White symbols: uninduced cultures. 
Triangles: cultures challenged with 40 ag/nil PC at time 
+ 15 mm. Circles: unchallenged cultures. 
(a) Optical Density. 
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Time (Iflill) 
Fig. 5. Effect of induction and challenge with TC on RE26/R57 growing in L-Broth. 
Challenge dose SO pg/mi, otherwise symbols and methods as in Fig. 4. 
—s 
explained by the changing relationship between cell mass and 
viable cell number during the test (see Maaløe & Kieldgaard 
1966). TO appeared to cause a gradual loss of cell viability 
without lysis, since the viable count plot for 0+80 fell by 
70% during the 105 minutes following challenge, whereas the 
3D remained almost constant, Identical values were obtained 
for VC on Minimal Agar and L-Broth Agar, It was therefore 
assumed that the OD patterns reflected growth patterns of the 
respective cultures. 
Since the semilogarithmic plots gave straight lines, 
the growth rates were calculated from the regression coeff-
icients of logOD against time for values at 30,. 60, and 90 
minutes, and expressed as the number of doublings of cell 
mass per hour. 
Before proceeding further, it was necessary to deter-
wine the optimal inducing concentrations of both TO and ItO 
for each resistance determinant. 
R57 was chosen as being representative of the high-level 
B-factors and R46 as a typical low-level R-factor. These 
were induced with various concentrations of antibiotid and 
challenged with an inhibitory dose as indicated • The results 
are shown in Fig.6 (a) for tetracycline and (b) for minocyclitte. 
The Induction index is the growth rate of induced, 
challenged cells, expressed as a percentage of unchallenged, 
uninduced controls, 
The choice of optimal inducing doses was somewhat arbit-
rary, due to the wide range of optima reflected In the flat-
topped shapes of the curves. The values chosen were 2 ,ug/ml TO 
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and 0.1 ,ug/ml MC for high-level B-factors; 1 pg/mt TO and 
0.025,ug/ml MC for low.levelR-factors. Comparison of the 
abscissa scales of Fig.6 (a) and (b) shows the greater in-
hibitory potency of MC in relation to TO since the range of 
MC subinhibitory inducing concentrations is severely restr-
ictedi The differences in induction index suggest that MC 
is a much poorer inducer of resistances 
Typical induction test plots, involving a range of doses 
of the two tetracyclines are shown for the high-level R57 in 
Fig. 7 and the tow-level B46 in Fig. 8. The legends explain 
the various treatments. 
Since no induction could be demonstrated in sensitive 
cells (Franklin 1967) the growth rates were calaulated froa 
treatments where the sensitive cells were subjected to a 
range of challenge doses only, with no preinduction (Figs. 
9 & B)). Fig. 11 shows the corresponding profiles of resist-
ance for the .sensitive strains, where growth rates are related to 
a corresponding range of challenge concentrations. Both sens-
itive strains are about equally susceptible to TO but slightly 
more resistant to MC. The Kiebsiella strain appears to be 
more resistant than the I. colt strain to MC. 
From induction tests for each B-factor in turn, subjected 
to a range of challenge concentrations of antibiotic, it was 
possible to calculate the growth rates and relate these to 
the corresponding challenge concentrations. 
Figs. 12-14 show the resistance profiles for the high-
level resistance determinants studied. Comparisons are made 
of the results for sensitive, uninduced, and pieinduced cells 
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Pig. 6. Determination of optimal inducing concentrations 
of (a) ?C, and (b) NC. Induction index (vertical scale) 
is growth rate of cells induced and then challenged, 
calculated as % of growth rate of uninthiced unchallenged 
cells. Horizontal scale is inducing concentration. 
White circles: tests on RE26/R57 challenged with: 
40 pg/rn]: TO. 
5 Ass/mI JIC. 
Black circles; tests on R2 6/R46 challenged with: 
20 ,klg/ml PC, 
0.5,&tg/rnl MC. 
flg.(a) Induction and challenge with TO, 
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Tc inducing concentration (pg/rn!) Mc inducing concentration (jig/ml) 
'-7' 
Fig. 7. Induction and challenge tests on RE26/E57 with 
(a) N o and (b) MC. Methods as in Fig. 4. 
Black symbols: cells induced with: 
2,ug/ml 'rc. 
O.iag/ml MC. 
White symbols; uninduced cells. Circles, no challenge. 
Triangles: challenge with: 
40 jug/mi TO 
I Aug/ml MC. 
Squares: challenge wtb: 
80 jug/ni TO. 
2pg/ml MO. 
Inverted triangles: challenge with: 
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Fig. 6, Induction and challenge teats on RE26/R46 with 
(a) TC, and (b) 1G. Methods as in Fig. 4. 
Black symbolsi cells induced with: 
1 ,ue/ml  TO. 
0.025,ug/ml HC-  
White symbols: uninduced cells. Circles: no challenge. 
Triangles; challenge with: 
20 ,ug/rnl TO. 
I ,ug/ml MC. 
Squares; challenge with: 
40 'us/mi TO. 
2,ug/ml MC. 
Inverted triangles: challenge with; 
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Qunchallenged control; 00.025,ug/ml; AO.51ig1ml; Ao.75pg/ml; 01.0pg/ml; 01.5pg/ml 
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Fig. 10. V9A/T sensitive strain subjected to challenge with (a) TC (b) MC. 
Concentrations as in Fig. 9. 
a 
-S 
subjected to both 'PC and MC. It is interesting to note that 
the levels or resistance of uninduced cells are still consid-
orably higher than Sensitive (C) cofle, indicating that app-
reciable basal expression of resistance occurs Oven in the 
absence of preinduotion. It must, however, be borne in mind 
that at low challenge concentrations, some induction due to 
the challenge dose itself may well occur. 
The differences in scale of concentration in Figs. 12-14 
for tetracycline and rninocclino again illustrate the differ-
ences in potency of the two antibiotics. 
Unind.uced resistance to minocycline is detectable, but 
reinduótton makes little difference to this level or resis-
tance, suggesting that either minocycline is a poorer £jt41aee& 
of resistance, or that the resistance mechanism, even when 
induced, fails to recognise and exclude minocycline effect-
ively. 
The resistance profiles conferred on L coli by R51 
and 182 an very similar to those conferred on K. aerogenme 
by Tk  This is of considerable interest since Tkwas isolated 
from a wild vole pdpulstion with no known history of exposure 
to tetracyclines, whereas the other li-factors were derived 
from clinical sources. 
Figs. 15 & 16 show the resistance profiles for the low-
level li-factors R46 and R199 respscttvely. These confer 
lower, though still appreciable levels of resistance to TC 
which are raised by induction, whereas resistance to MC is 
very low, and not significantly increased by induction. 













(a) RE 26 
0-5 
Fig. 11. Growth rates (doublings in cell mass per 1w) of (a) RE26 and (b) V9A/T 
in broth containing different concentrations of antibiotic. 
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Fig. 14. Resistance profiles of V9A/Tk  to (a) TC and (b) MC. 
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Symbols as Fig. 12. 
Fig. 17. Effects of induction by TO and MO on the growth rate of RE26/R57 in 
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tceilë induced by 2 pg/mi TO; Qceiis induced by 0.1 pg/mi MO; Uwnnduced cells. 
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more resistant to E than PC, strains carrying a resistance 
determinant are much more resistant to TO than MC, whether 
induced or not, This suggests that the level of resistance 
to the two antibiotics is independent of their respective 
inducing abilities, and that MC may be less effectively 
excluded by the resistance mechanism than TOo 
Fig, 17 shows a comparison of the abilities of optimal 
TO and MC inducer doses to induce resistance to (a) PC 80 pg/mi 
and (b) MC 5 pg/mi. PC i8 abetter inducer than MO to a 
challenge dose of either antibiotic. In addition, MC appears 
to be about 16 tlmes. as inhibitory as PC in Induced cultures. 
These results suggest that, although MC is a poor in-
ducer of rstictance, the resistance system is iaeiieottve 
against MC even when induced by a good inducer such as TO. 
Tables 4 & 5 give numerical comparisons of the inhib- 
ition shown in Figs, 11-16., The concentration of antibiotic 
required to inhibit the growth rate of the various cultures 
by 50o (Table 4) is taken as a standard index of resistance. 
Table 4. Concentrations of antibiotics required to reduce 
the growth rates of cultures by o%. 
PC 	 MC 
Strain 	 Plasmid. 	U 	I 	U 	I 
K.aerogenes V9A 	- 0.40 - 	 . 1.10 - 
29.50 6600 300 4.20 
E. coil K12 RE26 0.43 - 0.60 - 
K57 29.00 75.00 2.90 3.60 
1182 29.00 99.00 3.50 4.20 
1146 7.50 11.50 0.70 1.00 
11199 9.00 24.00 0.80 1400 
U = •uninduced cultures 	 I . induced cultures 
02 
Table 5.. Resistance Ratios. 
Plasmid u/s Mean i/u 	Mean 
Tetracycline 	Tic 74.0 2.2 
67.0 69.3 2.6 	2.7 
R82 67.0 	1 3.4 	J 
3.6 1.2 
M6 17.0 1.7 
? 19.0 2.2 
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Table 5 gives a comparison of the resistance ratios 
conferred by different plasmits, The ratio ti/S gives a 
measure of the resistance conferred by & determinant in the 
uninduced state relative to a sensitive control, the value 
i/u represents the increase in resistance level brought about 
by pretaduction. 
The main differences between the live plasmids occur in 
the ratio ti/s. The values for the high-level determinants 
, R57 9  and li82 are about 3.5 times greater than those for 
the tow-level determinants R46 and R199. This holds for both 
antibiotics. 
The ratios i/ti are about the sane for all tests with an 
tot..t... 1a 	• 	ók,,a,%S1.tV,.4flfl +h 4 
£LLU.. V 	 i& US VSU Say' A aao 	 Vt Wfl 	 Sfl 
high-level determinants confer 5,5 times greater resistance 
than tow-level determinants to both antibiotics in induced 
and uninduced cultures. The efficiency of induction in 
these experiments, therefore, is the same in both high- and 
low-lent B-factors, relative, to the basal level of expression 
of resistance. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS, 
The results of these experiments are consistent with the 
previous reports of Isaki, Kiuchi, 'A Arima (1966)., rauk1tn 
(1967) and Sompo'linelcy et.al . 0970  a,b) who studied the pre-
induthtion effect, 
In addition, the results are consistent with the model 
first proposed by Franklin (1967) and elaborated by Franklin 
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& Cook (1970). The model has been fully described in Chapter 
1 1 but for ease of reference, the main details are repeated 
below, 
A carrier molecule of low affinity for tetracyclines is 
situated in the membrane and controls uptake into the cell. 
The genetic components of the 11-factor involved in tetra-
cycline resistance are as follows ; 
A structural 1' gene whose expression gives resistance.. 
A regulatory S gene producing repressor which prevents 
transcription of the ' gene by binding to 
C.) An operator (0) gene which normally represses ,T gene 
transcription when complexed with the repressor. 
Subinhibltory concentrations of t.etraoycltnes may complex 
with the repressor, thereby acting as inducer and allowing 
transcription of P to proceed. This leads to the expression 
of the resistance to tetracyclines. 
The P gene product affects the function of the tetracyc-
line carrier in the membrane in such a way as to reduce uptake 
of the drug into the cell. 
The levels of resistance conferred by different B-factors. 
The results reported here indicate that the five resist-
ance determinants studied fall into two groups s 
one group ( Tki 1157 and 1182 ) giving levels of resistance 
which are 3.5 times that of the other group ( 1146 and 11199 ) 
In induced and uninduced cultures subjected to both PC and MC. 
Even in the absence of preinduction, all 11+ cells show 
resistance, indicating that appreciable expression of the 
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gene occurs in unindtLced cells. There are many possible 
explanations for this result., one of the most plausible 
being that the resistance gene product of the high-level 
R-factors may be more effective in reducing tetracycline ace-
umulation,e.g. by modifying the affinity of the carrier for 
the antibiotic. 
The induction and inhibitory characteristics of TO and MC. 
Minocycltne was found to have much higher antibacterial 
activity than tetracycline for two possible reasons 
MC was a much poorer inducer of increased resistance 
to both itself and to TO. 
MC was probably less effectively excluded from resistant 
cells by the resistance mechanism. 
The main component was Judged to be (b) since sensitive 
cells were about equally susceptible to the two antibiotics 
and resistance plasmtds conferred much higher resistance to 
PC than MC in both induced and uninduced cultures. 
The poorer inducing ability of MC may be due to reduced 
affinity for the hypothetical repressor. The increased pot-
ency may be accounted for if the resistance mechanism is less 
efficient in excluding MC, which may therefore increase in 
intracellular concentration rapidly to an inhibitory level. 
This could account for the observed efficacy of MO against 
a-factor carrying bacteria. 
Redin (1966), Blackwood is English (1970)9 and Jarolmen 
et.al . (1970)  have reported higher antibiotic activity for 
MC than PC against a wide range of bacteria in vitro and in 
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vivo. The organisms studied involved both Gram-positive and 
Gram-negative strains. 
It is interesting that sensitive E. coli and K. aerogenes 
studied here were slightly more resistant to MC than TC. 
Jarolnen ot.al . (1970)  reported that F. coli and 5. cholerae-
sale carrying multi-step chromosomal mutations to tetracycline 
resistance were more resistant to MC than to TC. It may well 
be the case that the chromosomal mutations involved in tetra-
cycline resistance affect such factors as drug uptake in subtly 
different ways compared with R-factor genes, although the two 
types of resistance may both be basically concerned with con-
trolling the number or affinity of membrane carriers for these 
antibiotics. 




GRAFTER 4. 	THE ISOLATION OF B-FACTOR MUTANTS CONFERRING 
CONSTITUTIVE RESISTANCE TO TETRACYCLINES. 
Franklin & Cook (1970) described the isolation of an 
B-factor mutant conferring constitutive resistance to tetra. 
cyolines. Since this mutant maintained some inducibility, 
and its phenotype was therefore in question, (for fuller 
discussion, see Chapter I) it was decided to attempt to iso-
late R-factors conferring constitutive levels of tetracycline 
resistance by subjecting 857 to wutagenesis using N-methyl-
N' -nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (na). 
MATERIALS & METHODS 
These are fully described in Chapter 2. 
RESULTS. 
Procedures developed for the enrichment and selection of the 
required mutants. 
i.) The technique of Franklin & Cook (1970). 
First attempts to isolate the required mutants were based 
on the procedure described by Franklin & Cook (1970). After 
YIN mutagenesis, the cells were washed, plated on Oxoid mem-
branes overlying Nutrient Agar, and allowed to grow overnight 
to form colonies. 
The following morning, these discs were transferred to 
Macconkey Galactose Agar containing TC at 120 tag/mi. 
The colonies which most rapidly developed a red colour due to 
the precipitation of neutral red should have been either - 
constitutive or TO-resistance constitutive. 
The Macconkey plates were incubated at 370C and examined 
every 30 minutes. The red colour did develop In the colonies, 
some faster than others, but resolution was poor, and the three 
supposed mutants picked showed only wild-type 'Inducible resist-
ance in growth tests. 
The procedure was thought not to be profitable and aband-
oned. At the same time, it was realised that an enrichment 
technique for picking up constitutive mutants would have to 
be developed to increase the frequency of the required mutants 
iii the Oell population Um ea fur selection. 
2.) A method for distinguishing between preinduced and 
uninduced cells. 
It became clear during trials of Franklin & Cook's 
technique that in addition to enrichment, a reliable method 
of distinguishing between Inducible wild-type cells and con-
stitutive mutants was required.. The first approach to this 
problem is described here. 
RE26/E7 (strain 1U26 carrying R-factor R57) was innoc-
ulated at 100-200 cells per plate onto * 
Nutrient Mar containing TO at .20,ug/rnl (inducing 
treatment). 
Nutrient Agar (as uninduced control). 
These were incubated overnight at 37 0C. 
The colonies growing on series (a) should be composed 
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of fully induced cells, whereas those on series (b) should 
remain uninAuced in the absence of PC. 
These two series were replica-plated onto Macconkey Agar 
containing galactose and supplemented with 'PC at concentrations 
of 0, 150, 200,. 250, 275, and 300 pg/mi and incubated overnight 
(iGh) at 370C, 
Induced colonies grew well up to 250 ,ug/ml PC, but above 
that concentration, growth was noticeably retarded, although 
all colonies were represented. 
Uninthiced colonies, on the other hand, grew poorly on 
concentrations of PC over 200 pg/mi. On TO 275 ,ug/ml, only 
5% of the, colonies grew, and on TO 300 ,ug/mI, this figure was 
-' ,veuuueu GO C7-'40. 
Another similar experiment showed that leaving the anti-
biotic challenge plates in the refrigerator at 0-4 °C for 4h 
before incubation did not improve the detectable differences 
between the induced and tininduced growth patterns. 
The differences between the two types of colony were by 
no means discrete. The most useful diagnostic differences 
were judged to be 
The induced coloniee.were larger and flatter than the 
uninduced. 
The induced colonies were never mucoid, whereas mucoidy 
was very common among the uninduced colonies. 
The red colour in induced colonies was very uniform 
compared with uninduced colonies which tended to have 
a raised dark red central zone. 
These criteria were rather subjective and qualitative 
but it was decided to try out this technique on cells subjected 
to mutagenesis and enrichment. 
3.) The isolation of the constitutive mutant Roll. 
After NTG mutagenesis, the cells were washed with buffer 
and resuspended in LSrbtb containing TC at 120 pg/mi. The 
cells were allowed to grow for 16h before being plated on 
Nutrient Agar at c.100 per plate, and incubated overnight at 
37°C to form colonies. The antibiotic treatment was included 
to enrich the frequency of constitutive mutants in the sample 
and the cells subjected to this procedure on the assumption 
that constitutive resistance might be expressed immediately 
in those etlis which had utatsth 
Next morning, these colonies were replica-plated onto 
MacConkey Galactose Agar containing PC at 250 ,ug/ml. After 




Twelve large, fiat, non-mucoid colonies, with homogeneous 
colour were picked and purified. Of these, only one, Roil, 
gave a constitutive resistance pattern in a growth/induction 
teat. This pattern is shown in Fig. 19. 
4.) Further attempts at constitutive mutant isolation from 
the challenge plates of (3). 
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When the plates used in test (3) above were left on the 
bench at room temperature for 3s4 days, beads of mucus appeared 
on some of the colonies. The following were purified and 
tested 
Five colonies containing beads of mucus. 
Five colonies without mucus. 
Five colonies selected at random. 
All gave the typical wild-type 1.57 pattern of resistance 
in growth/induction tests. Mucoidy in these cases was there-
fore of no diagnostic significance. 
5.) The use of Minimal TC plates for resistance level testing. 
Reeve (1966) reported good resolution between low-level 
chromosomal chloramphentoot mutants when the cells are grown 
up, diluted io_2,  and streaked on Minimal Agar containing a 
range of antibiotic concentrations* It was decided to test 
the usefulness of this technique in resolving the differences 
of resistance levels between the wild-type R57 and the const-
itutive Roll. 
A.) Plate induction. 
In these experiments, R57 was used as a wild-type inducible 
control, and ROil as a putative constitutive mutant, to try to 
develop a better technique for discriminating between these 
two phenotypes. 
Fully-grown cultures of RE26/li57 and RE26/ROii were plated 
on Nutrient Mar at 100.200 cells per plate, and incubated 
overnight at 37 0C, 
Next day, these cultures were replica-plated onto 
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Nutrient Agar containing TO at 20 pg/al (inducing treatment). 
Nutrient Agar(uninduced control). 
These were incubated at 37 
0 C overnight. The induced and 
uninduced series were then replicaplated onto Minimal Agar 
containing PC at o, 100, 150, and 200 ,ug/al. Any differences 
in colony size or morphology after 48h at 3700  were noted. 
In the case of RE26/R57, little mucus was produced by 
induced cells, the colony type being fiat and diffuse. All 
colonies were represented on the challenge plates. In contrast, 
uninduced cells produced mucoid sub-colonies, and some were 
unable to grow on high concentrations of TO. 
R126/R011 was found to show the induced phenotype, 
irrespective of induction. There was no sharply-defined effect 
of TO concentration in the challenge plates, although all the 
induced colonies were able to grow, whereas there was some 
reduction with the uninduced colonies at the higher antibiotic 
concentrations. 
It was decided to try inducing the cells in troth, to 
improve the resolution of this procedure. 
13.) Liquid induction. 
In this procedure., BE26/R57 and RE26/R011 were each 
grown up overnight in s 
a,) Nutrient Broth containing PC at 20 1ug/rnl (inducing treatment). 
b.) Nutrient Broth (uninduced control).. 
The cultures were then diluted lo_2 and loopfuls streaked 
on Minimal Mar containing PC at 0, 100, 1509 200, and 250 pg/ml. 
EE26/R0i1 induced and uninduced cells grew equally well on 
PC concentrations up to 200 pg/il, and RE26/R57 induced cells 
grew on concentrations up to 150 pg/mi, whereas uninduced cells 
produced only a few colonies on TO 100 pg/u].. 
This was the most satisfactory method of distinguishing 
between wild-type and constitutive cells. The results were 
somewhat variable when the experiment was repeated, so in further 
tests, a range of TO concentrations was always used. The crit-
eria used in these tests were 
Growth on the highest concentrations of TO. 
No difference between induced and uninduced treatments. 
Although the work involved in testing large numbers of 
mutants by this method was considerable, the consistency of the 
results was worth the trouble, and this procedure was adopted 
as a istusYL&trd teutthique. 
6.) Development of the enrichment technique. 
It was necessary to improve the enrichment technique 
because of the poor yield of constitutive mutants. R011 had 
been isolated from a culture which had been subjected to over-
night (16h) growth in TO 120 1ug/ml. Since the tetracyclines 
are bacteriostatic in action, considerable recovery of wild-
type inducible cells probably occured during this treatment, 
and made isolation of the constitutive mutants dLU. cult. A 
more precisely controlled procedure was required to reduce 
this problem. 
Cultures of RE26/R57 were grown to about iQ cells per ml 
and subjected to PC doses of 120 and 200 pg/ml respectively. 
Optical density and viable count were followed over a 3-hour 
time course (Fig. is). 
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The optical densities fell very slowly. In contrast, 
there was a rapid initial drop In viable count for both treat- 
ments which was complete by about 90 minutes in the TO 120 pg/al 
treatment, and 60 minutes in the 200 pg/mi treatment. Alter 
this initial drop, the viable count in the 120 pg/al treatment 
began to rise. This did not occur in the TO 200 pg/wi saiiple 
until after 120 minutes, the viable count remaining constant 
from 60-120 minutes. 
The enrichment procedure subsequently adopted on the basis 
of these observations was to subject the NTG-treated cells to a 
similar treatment, using TO 200 pg/ni for 90 minutes. Assuming 
that the constitutive mutants remain viable after this treatment, 
theic freqiaeuey iiLio.iid be raised by 	rattø* tt abvut 3.iO 
7.) The final procedure adopted for the isolation of 
constitutive mutants. 
On the basis of the experiments described above, the  success-
ful isolation 6r ten B-factors conferring constitutive levels 
of tetracycline resistance was carried out. The procedure 
employed will now be described in full. 
RE26/R57 cells subjected to mutagenesie with NN (see 
Adelberg et.al. 1965) were washed thoroughly in buffer, 
resuspended in lOml Nutrient Broth, and grown up overnight. 
The next morning, a fresh 1.-Broth culture was innoculated 
from the overnight culture, and grown up, with shaking, at 37°C 
to 10 B cells per ml. 
PC was added to a final concentration of 200 pg/mi and the 
incubation continued for 90 minutes. The culture was then 
dilated and plated on Nutrient Agar at 100.200 cells per plate. 
(ioo plates) 
After overnight incubation at 37°C,  these 100 master plates 
were replica-plated QfltO S 
a.) Nutrient Mar containing TO at 20 pg/mI (induced treatment). 
b.,) Nutrient Mar (uninduced control). 
These plates were incubated overnight, and next day, replica-
plated onto Minimal Agar plates containing TO. at 200 pg/mi, and 
incubated at 37°C for 46h. After examination of the challenge 
plates, 52 colonies were isolated from the master plates, and 
purified for testing. These colonies were picked on the baste 
of their size and morphology, i.e. large flat non-mucoid colonies. 
The azzect 01 induction on the ao14.1Z7 of tnese mutants 
to grow on Minimal Mar containing high concentrations of TO 
was next assessed, Each mutant was grown up in 
Nutrient Broth containing TO at 20pg/ml (induced treatment). 
Nutrient Broth (uninducect control). 
The cultures were diluted 10 2 and streaked on Minimal 
Agar containing 'TO at 0, 100, 150, and 200 pg/mI. Ten mutants 
were picked for good growth on TO 150 zg/ml in the presence 
and absence of induction, the pattern of growth exhibited by 
11126/Ro11, which was included as a control. 
Growth/induction tests on constitutive mutants. 
The plating tests for constitativity were reliable to a 
limited extent, The main problem was that the criteria used 
to distinguish between wild-type inducible and constitutive 
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resistance were rather subjective and qualitative. The differences 
were quite clear when RE26/R57 was compared separately with 
RE26/RO11 1 but more difficult to define when wild-type and 
constitutive mutants were present on the same plates. The 
only reliable test for constitutivity depended on the growth/ 
induction test technique described in Chapter 2. The main 
advantage of the plating technique lay in the ability to score 
large numbers of mutants which was not possible by the growth/ 
induction procedure. 
Fig. 19 shows a comparison of the growth rates of RE26/R57 
and RE26/EO11 in the presence of PC. A challenge dose of so ug/inl 
had little effect on the growth rate of 11226/Ro11, and pre-
induction had no significant effect. Resistance to PC in RE26/RO11 
was therefore expressed at a much higher level than in RE26/R57 
which had been induced prior to challenge with TC 80 ag/nil. 
Fig. 20 shows the results of an experiment designed to 
detect any induction effect in RE26/ROil. No such effect was 
found where the inducer doses should have been sufficiently 
large, and the challenge doses were high enough to alter the 
slopes of the plots so that they differed significantly from 
the untreated control. 
Fig. 21 shows the plots for R029, one of the ten mutants 
described in (7)  above. The plots of nine of these putative 
constitutivee fell along the same lines as R029. The tenth 
had a slightly lower level of resistance and gave wild-type 
inducible resistance when transferred to another sensitive.. 
Fig. 22 shows an induction experiment for R226/R029 
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Fig. 19. Comparison of induction and challenge tests for (a) RE26/R57 and (b) 11E26/Roll. 
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Transfer of the constitutive mutant R-factors. 
The results for ROil and R0294 which were the two con-
stitutive mutants studied in most detail, will be described. 
Reeve (1966) showed that low-level chromosomal mutations 
to •chloramphentcol resistance could affect the expression of 
B-factors in the same cell. On this basis, it could be argued 
that the RE26 strain in which these apparent constitutives had 
appeared, had mutated during the NTG treatment, and was modifying 
the expression of the tetracycline resistance system earned by 
the B-factor. To investigate this possibility, the B-factors 
were transferred, with the original R57 as control, into an 
intermediate strain (BV9) 9 and then into an RE26 strain which 
had been freshly purified and tested for the presence of low-
level chromosomal resistance markers. 
The constitutive resistance pattern was maintained in both 
2E19 and the freshly purified RE26 for both R011 and R029, 
although the level of resistance appeared to be slightly lower 
in BEI9 than in BE26. 
R011 and B029 were selected for further study, and in 
subsequent tests, gave consistent results. The other mutants 
were placed in stock. 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS. 
The problems encountered in devising these techniques 
were due to difficulties with the enrichment procedure and 
lack of reliable criteria for descriminating between inducible 
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and constitutive mutants on a large scale. 
a.) Enrichment. 
The rationale behind this technique was to control the 
experimental conditions in such a way that wild-type cells 
are inhibited, whereas the required mutants are still able 
to grow or survive. This should result in an increase in 
frequency of the mutant in the treated culture. 
Since the tetracycline antibiotics are bacteriostatic, 
resistant cells probably tend to recover from this sort of 
procedure. It was realised that more effective enrichment 
should be possible by ensuring that selection of the mutants 
was carried out before recovery of wild-type cells could occur. 
Fig. 18 shows simultaneous optical density and viable count 
values plotted to estimate the optimal time for which cells 
should be subjected to the enrichment procedure. A suffici-
ently high dose (c 200 jug/mI) was chosen so that the wild-
type cells took some time to start recovery. 
The results of Fig. 15 suggest that outgrowth of highly-
resistant cells may not be significant compared with recovery,  
of wild-type inducible cells. The plot of TO 120 ,ug/ml after 
90 minutes shows that an increase in viable count is not acc-
ompanied by a corresponding increase in optical density, even 
though the viable count increases 3-fold. If the increase 
in viable count was due to outgrowth, a detectable rise in 
optical density should have resulted. Since this did not occur, 
it is probable that the increase in viable count mainly rep-
resents recovery of wild-type inducible cells. 
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b.) Discrimination between inducible and constitutive 
B-factors. 
The only reliable technique for assessing the difference 
between constitutive and inducible k-factors depended on the 
growth/induction test technique.. Constitutive phenotype cells 
were much more resistant to high dotes of TC than the inducible 
cells. The standard test adopted was to subject the putative 
constitutive to a challenge dose of 80 pg/mi TC in the absence 
of induction. This had little effect on the growth rate com-
pared with an untreated control. 
This procedure, however, is not suitable for the large-
scale testing of mutants, and so the plating techniques 
described in (7) above were developed. Theau dependad On the 
different growth patterns of constitutive and inducible colonies 
when induced and plated on agar containing high challenge con- 
centrations of TC. Comparisons were made with unind.uced controls 
subjected to a similar procedure. 
The criteria involved are still rather subjective. 
Because no discrete quantitative differences of growth on 
different concentrations of antibiotic agar could be demon-
strated for wild-type and constitutive cells, qualitative 
criteria, depending on such factors as colony morphology, had 
to be used. These are difficult to standardise objectively. 
Some variation in efficiency of replica-plating due to differ-
ences in colony size could be reduced by "patching" onto 
master plates using sterile toothpicks. 
The frequency of mutation to constitutivity could not be 
accurately estimated due to uncertainties in procedures (a) 
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and (b) above, and due to the difficulty of large-scale testing 
by growth/Induction, the only certfln test for constitutivity. 
The transfer of the mutants showed that the constitutive 
phenotype was transmissible with the R-factor and was not an 
artefact produced by interaction of chromosomal mutations with 
the expression of the R-factor tetracycline resistance system. 
The results reported here further support the hypothesis 
that resistance to the tetracycline antibiotics mediated by 
E-factors, is under the control of an inducible system as 
described by Franklin (1967) and expanded by Franklin & Cook 
(1970). It has been possible to devise techniques for the 
isolation and testing of constitutive mutants of this hypo-
thetical inducible system, thereby adding further credibility 
to the original model. 
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CHAPTER 5. 	THE INTERACTION OF THE R-PLCTORS CONFERRING 
•CONSTITTJTIVE TETRACYCLINE RESISTANCE WITH 
WILD-TYPE RP1, 
In Chapter 4 the isolation of a number of R57 mutants 
conferring constitutive resistance to tetracyclines was des-
cribed. In this chapter, the interactions of two of these 
mutants, ROil and R029, with RPI, a P-type H-factor isolated 
from Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Grinsted et.al . 1972) are 
described. 
Constitutive TO-resistant mutants of H-factors should, 
on the basis of the Franklin model (see Chapter 1), fall 
into two classes 
a.) Operator constitutive (00) carrying a mutated operator 
gene for which the repressor has a reduced affinity. 
Transcription of the P gene should therefore be perm- 
anently derepressed, and constitutive levels of TO 
resistance should result. 
b,) Regulatory gene mutants (C) carrying a mutation inmthe 
I gene which produces altered repressor with reduced 
affinity for the operator gene, so that permanent 
derepression of the P gene 000Ufs, and resistance is 
expressed at constitutive levels. 
Experiments are described in which attempts were made 
to distinguish between these mutant types by introducing into 
cells carrying either R011 or R029 9 the a-factor RP1 which 
confers wild-type inducible resistance to tetracyclinea. 
Mutants in class (a) should be dominant to RP1, whereas 
the RPi repressor should be capable of lowering the expression 
of class (b) mutants to restore wild-type inducible phenotype. 
MATERIALS & METHODS 
Bacterial Strains. 
RE26 and RE13, described in Chapter 2 were used in these 
experiments. 
R-factors. 
R011 and R029 are constitutive mutants of R57 (s T Six IC) 
whose isolation was described in Chapter 4. 
The P-type R-factor RPI (A T K rC) was kindly donated by 
Dr. D.J. Stewart of the Department of Brewing and Biochemistry, 
Heriot-Watt University. 
Media & Antibiotics. 
These were fully described in Chapter 2. 
RESULTS. 
1.) Determination of the resistance pattern of ilPi. 
Fig.. 23 shows the pattern of inducible wild-type resist-
ance conferred on RS26 by RP. this was determined by a growth/ 
induction test. The pattern for RE26/Rfl was compared with 
those obtained under similar conditions when either R011 or 
E029 was present in the same cell as RPI. The constitutive 
resistance patterns of R011 and R029 are described in Chapter 4. 
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2.) raking the double-H strains. 
The strain used in all teats was RE26. 	RP1 was intro- 
duced into 1(226 carrying either R011 or R029 in overnight 
matings. Selection was carried out on Minimal Agar supplemented 
with Streptomycin 20 ug/ml and Kanamycin 50 ug/mi. This plating 
procedure allowed growth of RE26 cells which contained both RP1 
and one of the constitutive mutants. The presence of the other 
B-factor markers was checked with Oxoid Multodiaks. 
30 The interactions of RPI with Holland 1(029, 
Pig. 24 shows the results of growth/Induction tests on the 
two strains of double-R cells, i.e. E.E26/R011/RPl and RE26/R029/RP1. 
The resistance pattern of R226/ROi1/RP1 remained constit-
utive, whereas that of RE26/R029/RP1 returned to wild-type 
inducible, corresponding to RE26/RPI. 
These plots suggested that different interactions were 
occurring between RPI and the two constitutive mutants. It 
was necessary, however, to establish that these patterns were 
not the result of different segregation in the two double-H 
strains. 
4.) segregation testing. 
To check for segregation in the above growth tests, samples 
from each treatment were streaked on non-selective Nutrient 
Agar after the test and incubated overnight at 37°C. The 
cultures used to innoculate the flasks before the test were 
also included. 
Next day, individual colonies of each sample were picked 
with sterile toothpicks and innoculated onto fresh Nutrient 
Mar plates (100 per plate). These plates were incubated 
overnight at 37°C. 
Following this incubation, these master plates were 
replica-plated onto two sets of NutrIent Mar plates ' 
containing Streptomycin 20 pg/wi 
containing Kanamycin 50 pg/mi 
After overnight incubation at 37°C, the antibiotic plates 
were examined for missing colonies. The results are recorded 
in Table 6. 
M U1 - c 	-----------. 	- 
£?'4V 	 uezvgauauu Ui. the uvItULIen Dii$.aiS. 
Colonies Missing 
RE26/R01i/EPI RE26/R029/RP1 
Strop Zen Strep Ken 
Overnight 0 1 0 0 
Control 0 1. 0 0 
2+0 0 5 0 0 
2+20 0 5 0 0 
0+20 0. 8 0 0 
2+80 O 7 0 0 
0+80 0 4 .0 0 
It appears that in RE26/R011/RP1, some segregation does 
occur, and that of the two B-factors, only Bfl Is lost, In 
the case of RE26/R029/RP1, no segregation was detected. 
Ten colonies each of RE26/R01l/RP1 and RE2.6/R029/RP1 
which showed no segregation of Strep and Kan were checked for 
resistance markers with Multodioks. All gave the pattern 
A S P K But showing that all a-factor markers were present. 
Five colonies from RE26/ROli/RPI lacking the Kan marker were 
checked in the ipame way.. All gave the pattern S P Su and the 
constitutive pattern of tetracycline resistance associated 
with Roll. 
These results suggested that the great majority of the 
cells retained both R-factors during the course of the growth/ 
induction tests. The isolation of one segregant class only 
(RE26/ROl1) was successful. Further segregation studies were 
made in an attempt to isolate the other classes of seire8ant 
RE26/RP1 from both double-N strains. 
RE26/R029 from R26/R029/RP1 
Cultures of the two double-N strains were grown up with 
repeated subculturing for about 10 generations in L-Broth. 
The cells were then plated on non-selective Nutrient Agar, 
and incubated overnight at 37°C to form colonies. The foll-
owing day, the colonies were "patched" using sterile tooth-
picks onto Nutrient Agar (500 colonies per strain). After 
overnight incubation at 3700 these master plates were 
replica-plated onto 
Nutrient Agar + Strep 20 ag/al.. 
Nutrient Agar + Kan 50 pg/al., 
These plates were incubated overnight at 37°C. They 
were then examined for segregation and the results are shown 
in Table 7. 
Table 7. Segregation of double-U strains after prolonged 
growth at 37°C. 
1000 colonies per strain were tested. 
Strain Sagregants TC-Resistance Detected Tested 
RE26/R011/RP1 R011 STSu Constitutive 40 10 
BPI ATK N.D. ND. N.D. 
RB26/R029/RP1 R029 STSu B.D. N.D. N.D. 
BPI afl Inducible 3 
SSiz Sensitive 11 11 
N.D. shows classes expected but not detected. 
The reaistaaice pattari were ehucked using Muitodisbs and 
the TO-resistance phenotypes by growth/induction tests. 
These results confirmed those of Table 6. Ten more sag-
regants with the R011 pattern of resistance were shown to carry 
constitutive TO-resistance. In addition, segregants of RE26/ 
R029/RPI which had lost the R029 markers SSu showed the BPI 
pattern of resistance markers and BPI inducible P0-resIstance 
phenotype. 
Some segregants with resistance pattern SSu were detected 
and found to be sensitive to tetracycline. This may correspond 
to the finding of Datta & Hedges (1971) that a strain of L coil 
carrying N3 (sTsu) and RP4 (Am) had a tendency to lose RP4 and 
from 113 at frequencies corresponding to those of Table 7. 
These segregation tests therefore showed that RE26/RO11/RP1 
gave only segregants which had lost RPI s and cells containing 
BPI alone were not detected. 
RE26/R029/RPI gave seregaute containing RP1 only but no 
cells possessing R029 alone. A new class of segregant (sSu) 
was found which was sensitive to tetracycline. 
Transfers from the double-R strains. 
It was decided to study transfer from the double-fl strains 
in an attempt to recover the two "recessive" fl-factor PC pheno-
types RP1 (An, TO-inducible) from RE26/R011/RPI, and R029 
(sTsu, tO-constitutive) from RE26/R029/RP1. 
The mating procedure adopted was that described by Grinsted 
etal, (1972). Cultures of donor and recipient * grown up sep-
arately overnight to o.109 cells/mi, were mixed in equal pro-
portions, dilated 10 with £eh lueditim, and incubated stat-
ically at 370C for 3 hours. Dilutions of this mixture were 
then plated on Nutrient Agar containing Nalidixic Acid at 100 pg/mi 
and the requisite counter-selecting agent. Both matings were 
plated on this medium supplemented separately with Streptomycin 
at 20 ,ug/m]. or Kananyoin at 50 ,ug/al. 
The colonies which grew (500 per treatment) were then 
"patched" using sterile toothpicks onto non-selective Nutrient 
Agar. 
After overnight incubation at 370C, these master plates 
were replica-plated onto a series of Nutrient Agar plates con-
taining separately ; Ampicillin 50 1ug/ml, Tetracycline 20 flag/mi, 
Streptomycin 20 /m1, and Icanamycin 50 ,ug/ml, to test for the 
presence of all the B-factor markers. The Su marker was checked 
by Multodieks in the mutants tested since the results tended to 
be inconsistent when replica-plating onto Minimal Agar containing 
Sulphonamide at 100 ,ug/wl was carried out. 
Table 8. Transfers from dotible-R strains to REI3. 
Selection Colonies 
Donor Nat 100+: Tested Colonies Missing 
R26/R011/RP1 $ T A K 
Strop 20 98 0 0 84 84 
Kan 50 90 90 0 0 0 
RE26/R029/RPi 
Strop 20 500 0 444 277 430 
Kan 50 200 69 6 0 0 
From the above restts, the following 'Cresistance 
phenotypes were determined by growth/induction teats. 
Table 9. Resistance patterns and Te-resistance phenotypes 
of transfers from double-R strains. 
iczi 
Donor 	Exconjugant Markers 
RE26/R011/RFI REI3/R011 	STSu 
REI3/RPI 	ATIC 
REI 3/Rol 1/RPI ASTKSU 
RE26/R029/RP1 RE13/11029 	STSu 
RE13/EP 1 	ATK 
REI 3/R029/RPI ASTKSU 
Segregant 	SSu 








N.D. not detected. 
a 
Tables 8 and 9 show the results of studies on the transfer 
of B-factors from the doable-R stratus.. 
RE26/R01 i/api. 
From the resistance patterns in Fig S determined by replica-
plating, the strains elton in Table 9 were purified on Nutrient 
Agar and checked with Muitodisks for resistance markers. Their 
TO-resistance phenotypes were determined by growth/induction 
tests. The results show that the two individual R.tactors 
R011 and R?i may be seperate)y transferred. to RE13 and retain 
their original TO-resistance phenotypes. 
RE26/R0291RP1. 
Similar experiments on transfers from this strain gave 
somewhat different results. No elopes could be detected which 
had received 1029 only, although clones giving identical patterns 
of resistance markers and TO-resistance phenotype to RP1 were 
found. 
When selection was carried oat on Strep 20 pg/mi, large-
scale loss of the T marker occurred which was accompanied by 
a similar loss of Re This suggests that the •T marker from R029 
may not be transferred along with 3 which was present in all 
the colonies. 
56 TO-resistant clones were detedted, all having the 
markers S and K. Only one of these was fully tested but had 
the resistance pattern ASTKSU and inducible TO-resistance 
phenotype. 
Only about 60% of the clones carrying K also possessed 
the A marker, This may be due to fragmentation ,of RP1 
(see Ingram etal. 1972). 
Colonies were detected which had the resistance pattern 
SSu and were sensitive to to. 
The numbers of exconjugants tested (Tale 9) were small 
due to lack of time,,These preliminary results suggest, however, 
that the two R-factors in RE26/RO11/RP1 maintain their physical 
integrity and can be separately transferred. The situation 
may be more complex in the strain RE26/R029/RPI. Although the 
separate transfer of BP1 can be demonstrated, there appears to 
be large-scale loss of the TO-resistance marker from R029. 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 
The object of these investigations was to study the inter-
actions of the constitutive TC-resistant R-factors R011 and 
1(029 with a view to classifying them as either o or i on 
the basis of the Franklin model. 
Fig 24 shows the growth/induction patterns for the two 
mutant R-factors in the presence of RPI. Since the constitutive 
pattern of R011 is maintained, i.e. Roll is dominant to 1(21, it 
may be provisionally designated an 20 mutant, On the other 
hand, the constitutive pattern of TO-resistance mediated by 
1(029 is changed to the inducible type corresponding to RPl. 
1(029 may therefore be designated a putative C mutant. 
Attempts were made to check that the integrity of the 
R-factors in the double-R strains was maintained and that the 
results could not be explained by segregation or recombination 
of the two R-factors in the respective double-H strains. 
Segretion studies. 
In the case of RE26/RO11/RP1, some loss of RP1 from a 
small proportion of the cells occurred during a typical growth/ 
induction test. This should not be enough to account for the 
maintenance of the constitutive resistance pattern observed 
(Fig 24). 
No segregation was detected in Rfl6/R029/RPI during the 
course of a similar test. 
Prolonged incubation resulted in loss of BPI from 26/ 
R011/Rfl, but no loss of R011. Segregant clones maintaining 
ROIl alone were shown to possess constitutive resistance to TC. 
RE26/R029/RPI yielded segregants containing RP1 alone 
but not R029. £ new class of segregant emerged (esu) which 
was sensitive to TC. 
The results obtained from segregation studies were there-
fore limited and attempts were made to detect the other Beg-
regants expected, Discrete existence of the dominant H-factor 
was, however, demonstrated in both cases by these tests. 
Transfer studies. 
Both Roll and R?i could be separately transferred from 
RE26/HO11/RPI and therefore these R-factors maintained struct-
ural integrity and separate transferability.. The growth pattern 
of Fig 24 may therefore be regarded as a result of interaction 
of the two R-fact ors R011 and RP1, and Roll corresponds to the 
oc phenotype predicted on the basis of the Franklin model. 
Only RP1 could he transferred intact from BE26/R029/RPI. 
No clones containing R029 alone were detected. Clones con-
taining the markers SSu were found and this, along with the 
apparent large-scale loss of the T marker of R029 suggests 
that R029 may be unstable. This could result from an extra 
mutation caused by the NTG treatment. 
Further studies are required to elucidate the interaction 
of R029 with compatible wild-type B-factors and determine 
whether the TO mutation is dominant or recessive in its effect 
on the expression of the B-factor PC-resistance system. 
Also, studies of the other TC.constitutive B-factors in 
stock may help to clarify this problem. 
Si 
CHAPTER_i. 	DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS. 
Since 1967, the model for inducible tetracycline resistance 
proposed by Franklin has been supported by results from many 
sources. These reports have contributed to a fuller under-
standing of the resistatce mechanism and its regulation. 
(see Chapter i) 
The Genetics of B-factor Tetracycline Resistance. 
The growth/indu.ction technique developed during the course 
of the work described here gives consistent results which are 
in general agreement with previous results based on protein 
synthesis atutUe. The technique is useful in comparing the 
response of 	cells to tetracyclines before and after induction 
with a subinbibitory concentration of drug. The main dbort-
comings of the technique tie in the difficulty of screening 
large numbers of cultures. 
The levels of resistance mediated by the five determinants 
in Chapter 3 fell into two classes 
High-level resistance (R57,R82 ,and Tk). 
Low-level resistance (B46 and R199). 
There are several possible explanations for the differences 
observed. The B-factor gene product involved in the restriction 
of tetracycline uptake may be more effective in the high-level 
B-factors due to greater ability to reduce the affinity of the 
hypothetical carrier for tetracyclines. It seems unlikely that 
the quantitative differences observed in cells containing high-
and low-level fl-factors could be attributed to the maintenance 
of different numbers of copies of the respective fl-factors in 
individual cells. 
The final resolution of several possible hypotheses awaits 
more refined isolation of the components of the resistance system 
and closer study of their mutual affinities and interactions. 
On the basis of the fl-factor inducible system model, it 
is possible to predict the behaviour of mutations in the regul-
atory genes. Mutation in the .L gene (f) should result in 
altered repressor with reduced affinity for the o locus. 
Mutation in the o gene 
(0) should cause reduced affinity at 
that locus for repressor. Both types of mutation shoàld result 
in constitutive high-level resistance, but only the 	class of 
wtstat1iA should be repreoulible by is 0014atible fl-factor csnying 
wild-type inducible tetracycline resistance. 
One report (Franklin & Cook, 1971) has described the iso-
lation of an fl-factor mutant conferring constitutive tetra-
cycline resistance, No distinction between 
0c and C phenotypes 
was attempted, and the mutant fl-factor retained some inducibility. 
In the present investigation, two constitutive li-factors 
were produced by ITTO mutagenesis and classified by introducing 
into cells containing one or other mutant, the compatible li-factor 
RP1 9 derived from Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Sykes & Richmond, 1970 
Orinsted et.ai. 1972) which belongs to the P compatibility group 
of fC li-factors (see Datta & Hedges, 19710 Hedges & Datta, 1911). 
The constitutive resistance pattern of R011 was unaffected 
by the presence of RPI. Constitutive resistance mediated by 
R029 was reduced to wild-type inducible resistance of a pattern 
corresponding to that of RP1 alone. 
Neither mutant could be induced to a higher level of 
resistance, suggesting that in both mutants, resistance (and by 
implication expression of the '2 gene) was fully derepressed. 
Further experiments revealed that the results observed for 
double-B stratus could not be due to segregation. The pattern 
of resistance markers, transferability, and TO-resistance 
phenotype of the R-factors present in the two types of double-R 
cells were studied. 
The separate transfer of ROil and BPI from RE26/RO11/RPI 
could be demonstrated, but only BPI transfer from RE26/R029/RP 1 
could be shown. Further work is required to clarify this problem. 
On the basis of these results, however, Roll may be designated 
an oC mutant and R029 a putative I- mutant. 
The marked differences between the chromosomal and B-factor 
types of resistance form one of the most interesting aspects of 
the resistance problem. Chromosomal mutations give low-level 
multi-step resistance, whereas B-factors confer high-level 
inducible resistance. 
On the basis of the Franklin model, it should be possible 
to select single-step chromosomal mutations which give high-
level resistance due to modification of the carrier molecule 
and its affinity for tetracyclines. Such mutations have not 
been detected (Reeve 1966, T.W. Young, personal communication). 
This suggests that the carrier may be in some way vital to the 
metabolism of the cell, and that chromosomal mutations to high 
tetracycline resistance may cause sufficient changes in the 
carrier to prove lethal. 
Some of the earlier work on tetracycline resistance was 
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probably complicated by the distinction between chromosomal and 
fl-factor resistance. Polsinelli (1964) described transformation 
in Bacillus subtilis, of two genes having a cumulative effect 
on tetracycline resistance. The levels of resistance conferred 
by these genes are quite high and for this reason, a-factor 
genes may be involved. 
Recently, Richmond & Sykes (197 2 ) have demonstrated the 
integration of a j-lactamase gene into the chromosome of E. coil. 
This aspect of Rfactor work is relatively unresearched and 
could yield interesting results with regard to tetracycline 
resistance. 
Reeve (1966) reported the interaction of some single-step 
chloramphenicol resistance genes with three R-factors. cml lb 
was shown to increase the resistance level of E57  by 3-fold. 
In the present investigation, no such effect was detected in 
growth/induction tests, but the possible effects of chromosomal 
mutations have to be borne in mind when selecting R-factor 
mutants. 
Reeve & Bishop (1965a,b) suggested that chromosomal genes 
concerned In multi-step tetracycline resistance probably acted 
by causing minor changes in enzymes concerned in cell envelope 
synthesis. Some such low-level chromosomal mutations mapped 
at or near oapfl(lon) (see Taylor, 1970 ). This locus is believed 
to be involved in the regulation of several enzymes of capsular 
polysaccharide synthesis (Markov&tz & Baker, 1967). 
There is an increasing amount of evidence to suggest that 
R-factor tetracycline resistance is the result of the assoc-
iation of the 41, gene product with the membrane-situated carrier 
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molecule, thereby drastically reducing tetracycline uptake into 
the cell. 
Franklin 4 Foster (1971) showed that resistance in Bfactor 
carrying cells induced to a high level could be dramatically 
reduced by osmotic shock trestuent. Their results suggest that 
the B-factor T gone product, presumably a protein, becomes 
associated reversibly with the carrier molecule, which in turn 
is tightly bound to the membrane, and cannot be dislodged by 
osmotic shock (Franklin & Higginson, 1971). 
The overall conclusion about the relationship between the 
two types of resistance is therefore that both affect the tetra-
cycline carrier in subtly different ways. Only stall alterations 
in the structure of the carrier as determined by chromosomal 
genes seem to be viable, and no large increase in resistance can 
therefore be produced by single-step chromosomal mutations. 
B-factor resistance seems to depend on the production of 
a "resistance protein" coded for by the B-factor. This protein 
associates reversibly with the membrane-situated carrier and 
reduces its affinity for tetracyclines. Uptake of the drug is 
therefore specifically restricted in resistant cells without 
significant effect on the other functions of the carrier. 
Jarolmen et.al . (1970) reported that multi-step resistant 
strains of E. coil and Salmonella choleraesuis were more 
resistant to Minocycline than to Tetracycline, the parent 
compound. This contrasts with Chapter 3, where R-factor res-
istance was found to be less effective against lanocycline than 
a 
Tetracycline. No significant difference was detected in the 
susceptibility of the sensitive (1t) n. coil strain studied 
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to the two antibiotics, although the Kiebsiella aerogenes 
strain appeared to be slightly more resistant to Minocycline 
than Tetracycline. 
As Minocyclirte and other new tetracyclines come into clin-
ical use, resistant bacterial strains may emerge which differ in 
their resistance characteristics from those discussed above. The 
isolation and study of such mutants should be most interesting 
in relation to those already known. 
The Comparison of Tetracycline Analogues. 
In Chapter 3, comparisons were made of the antibacterial 
and inducing properties of Tetracycline and Minocycline, a new 
tetracycline derivative. Minocycline was found to be a poorer 
inducer of li-factor resistance than Tetracycline, and to possess 
greatly enhanced antibacterial activity against induced and an-
induced cultures. Since sensitive (R) calls were about equally 
sensitive to Tetracycline and Minocycline, and resistance deter-
minants conferred much lower resistance to ltinocycline than 
Tetracycline, in both induced and unindu.ced cultures, it was 
concluded that the resistance mechanism was probably less 
efficient at excluding Minocycline from B-factor carrying cells. 
The Structural Requirements for Inducing Ability. 
Nothing has been reported on this topic in the literature. 
Appendix 2 contains the results of a preliminary experiment 
to investigate the inducing abilities of five tetracycline 
analogues. The only two which do not cause induction are 
Tetracyclinonitrile, which is modified at Cl, and edimethyl-
aminotetracycltne, which is modified at C4. 
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'r.v.Young (personal communication) has found that 4-epi-
tetracycline cannot induce resistance, and has no significant 
antibacterial activity. 
Taken as a whole, these preliminary observations suggest 
that the A ring may be important in the induction mechantam. 
For example, the repressor may recognise the constituents of 
the A ring, and if these are significantly altered, induction 
may not occur. It is particularly interesting that a small 
steno change at C4 (as in 4.epitetracyolifle) can abolish 
induction and activity of an otherwise unaltered molecule. 
Substitutions at C5-C7 on the "upper periphery" of the 
molecule do not seem to affect drastically the inducing ability 
of tetracyclines. Uinocycline is an exceptivis to th±t general 
rule, but all the coapounds shown in Fig 1 are capable of in-
ducing the R-factor resistance mechanism. The anomalous results 
of IJinocycline in this respect may be due to its rapid accumul-
ation into the cell and buildup to inhibitory concentrations 
which appear to be largely unimpeded by the resistance mechanism. 
Alterations on the "upper periphery" of the tetracycline 
molecule may well affect such characteristics as lipophilicity 
and other properties concerned with uptake into the cell, which 
in some way reduce the efficacy of the resistance system. 
The Structural Requirements for Antibiotic Activity. 
These were described by Blackwood & English (1970), and 
have been discussed in Chapter 1. The most successful attempts 
to produce tetracyclines with increased antibiotic activity 
have involved substitutions at the "upper periphery" of the 
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molecule, i.e. 05-C7, since substitutions at other groups, 
especially in the A ring, tend in general to lower antibacterial 
activity. Minocycline has the highest activity of any tetra-
cycline derivative known, and may owe this property to its very 
high lipophiltoity, which would facilitte transport across 
membranes, and may prevent exclusion by the R-fabtor resistance 
mechanism. 
The Structural Requirements for Recognition by the Carrier. 
Nothing has been reported on this aspect and the technical 
problems involved in such studies would probably be considerable 
due to the low affinity of the carrier for tetracycline described 
by Franklin & Rigginson (1971) and Reynard & Nellie (1972). 
Nevertheless, this is an important aspect of inhibition by tetra-
cyclines. Alterations on the "upper periphery" may again have 
some relevance here, since they might affect the affinity of the 
drug for the carrier in such a way as to increase uptake. 
FURTHER WORK 
There is wide scope for further work in the field of tetra-
cycline resistance. The ultimate aim must be to isolate the 
components of the inducible system and study their mutual 
affinities and interactions in order to understand fully, the 
workings of the resistance mechanism, and teat further, the scheme 
proposed by Franklin (1967). 
On the basis of the Franklin model, it may be possible to 
isolate repressed mutants of the R-factor tetracycline resistance 
system. Such mutants may be fully repressed, in which case 
tetracycline resistance would not be expressed. Alternatively, 
resistance could be expressed at a low level which is unaffected 
by induction. These mutants should be capable of repressing 
wild-type and C constitutive R-factors when introduced into 
the same cell 
It would be interesting to study more closely, the inter-
actions of R-factor and chromosomal genes conferring tetra-
cycline resistance. The synergistic effect described by Reeve 
(1966) was not confirmed in growth/induction tests. 
Two mutant H-factors, selected as constitutives, gave 
inducible patterns of resistance when transferred to another 
sensitive B. ccli strain, and may have ehowTh this interaction 
effect. Lack of time precluded further study of these mutants. 
Work on the antibacterial and inducing properties of tetra-
cycline analogues is at an early stage. Considering the results 
already obtained, however, it should be possible to design a 
tetracycline compound with the following properties 
a..) High antibacterial activity. 
Low Inducing ability. 
Optimal affinity for the membrane-situated carrier. 
In practice, however, such a compound may be difficult to 
obtain because of the problems associated with the A ring. As 
already described, changes in the A ring abolish induction 
ability, but also drastically reduce antibacterial activity. 
Up to present, most success in producing compounds with increased 
activity has been achieved by alterations in C5-C7. These changes 
may perhaps alter the uptake characteristics of the compounds 
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in such a way that exclusion by the resistance mechanism is 
less efficient. Further work with more tetracycline analogues 
and the similar compound f -chelocardin will be carried out on 
these problems. 
Once compounds with the desired . characteristiC$ have been 
tested In vitro, their properties as regards in vivo efficacy, 
side-effects, etc. have still to be assessed before they can 
be used on a large scale. Compounds with the required properties 
in vitro may have no useful activity in vivo. 
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SU1M11ABY 
The resistance levels conferred by the T-determinants in four R-
factors to Tetracycline and Minocycline in cells of Escherichia coli K 12, 
before and after induction of maximum resistance by treatment with sub-
inhibitory concentrations of the drugs, are measured by simple growth-
and-challenge tests. The effect of a plasmid T. which confers tetracycline 
resistance on its host .Klebsiella aerogenes is tested in the same way. The 
five T-determinants fall into a high-level and a low-level group for 
resistance, the former giving 3- to 4-fold higher resistance in both induced 
and uninduced cells than the latter. The T-determinants all confer much 
lower resistance to Minocycline (a tetracycline molecule modified at the 
0-6 and 0-7 positions) than to Tetracycline. The main cause of this dif-
ference is that cells carrying a T-determinant exclude Minocycline much 
less efficiently than Tetracycline, but in addition Minocycline is less 
effeeive than Tetracycline in inducing increased resistance. These 
results are discussed in the light of a model put forward to explain the 
inducible nature of R-factor resistance to the tetracyclines. 
INTRODUCTION 
Resistance to the tetracyclines in coliform bacteria, mediated by R-factors 
arrying a T-determinant,t appears to be the result of a specific decrease in the 
ermeability of the bacterial cell membrane to this group of antibiotics. Sensitive 
As accumulate tetracycline actively from the medium by a permease-like 
jechanism which is energy-dependent and leads to an internal concentration 
reatly in excess of that in the medium. Resistant cells carrying a T-determinant 
how a low level of resistance which is sharply increased by a few minutes of growth 
1 a sub-inhibitory concentration of tetracycline. This induction of increased 
sistance requires protein synthesis. The evidence for these statements is given 
y Franklin & Godfrey (1065) and Franklin (1967), who also summarize earlier 
york. 
• Member of A.R.C. Unit of Animal Genetics 
t Abbreviations and notes: we shall use Tc or Tetracycline (capital T )for this antibiotic, 
rid tetracycline(s) with lower case initial for the group of related drugs. These include 
linocyeline (Mc), Chlortetracycline and Oxytetracycline. T-determinant is used here for the 
enes causing resistance to tetracyclines in an R-factor or other plasinid. 
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The studies referred to have characterized the behaviour of resistant strai 
by measuring their ability to accumulate tetracycline or to synthesize proteir1 
under different conditions of pretreatment and challenge with the drug. In thi 
paper we show that simple growth tests provide a good measure of the resistanc 
levels of uninduced and induced R-factor-carrying cells. This method is used t 
analyse the resistance characteristics of five different T-determinants to the tw 
antibiotics Tetracycline (To) and Minocycline (Mc). 
Minocycline is a semi-synthetic variant of the tetracycline molecule (7-dimethy 
amino-6-demethyl-6-deoxytetracycline) which has been found to have muc 
greater potency than other tetracyclines against R-factor-carrying bacteria (Jaro. 
men, Hewel & Kain, 1970). Mc has also shown increased potency against othc 
bacteria including tetracycline-resistant strains of Staphylococcus ctureus (Redii 
1966; Blackwood & English, 1970). 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Bacterial strains. The host strain for tests on R-factors was Escherichia co 
K 12 RE 26 (strain 711 from R. Clowes) F_ProA_Trp_  His- TsxrLacY_Stri 
Tests were also performed on the plasmici TK, causing resistance to tetracyclin 
(Reeve, 1970) in its host strain Klebsiella aeroqenes V9A (Reeve & Braithwait 
1970), using a sub-line of V9A which had lost the plasmid as control. 
B-factors. The four R-factors tested are listed in Table 1, which gives the 
characteristics and the numbers assigned to them by Naomi Datta, who supplie 
them. They all originated from strains of Salmonella typhimurium The presenc 
of a particular plasmid in a bacterial strain will be indicated by parenthese 
e.g. RE 26 (R57). 
Table 1. Source of T-determinants 










T Sufi - 
T 
A, S T, and Su indicate determinants giving resistance to ampicillin, streptomycin, tetre 
cyclines and sulphonamides, respectively. fi+: ability to inhibit fertility of F-factors. Plasmi 
TK  carries no sex factor. 
Media. Broth was L-Broth, containing 10 g Difco Bacto Tryptone, 5 g Difc 
Yeast Extract, 5 g NaCl and 1 g  glucose per litre distilled water; Nutrient Age 
contained S g  Difco Nutrient Broth granules, 5 g NaCl and 15 g Difco Bacto Age 
per litre 1120; MacConkey Agar was Oxoid MacConkey Agar No. 3. 
Antibiotics. Tetracycline HCl (trade name Achromycin) and Minocycline, i 
powder form, were gifts from Cyanamid of Great Britain and Lederle Laboratorie. 
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MIPO. The minimal inhibitory plate concentration of antibiotic was measured 
s described by Reeve (1968), A fully grown broth culture of each strain was diluted 
0-2  and loopfuls were streaked on MacCohkey agar plates containing successive 
oncentrations of antibiotic. The MIPC was taken as the concentration of drug 
ermitting thin confluent growth after overnight incubation at 37 C . 
Other methods. These are described in figure legends or text. 
RESULTS 
Table 2 gives the MIPC of the four R-factors, in RE 26, and TR in its host Kieb-
jolla, together with those of the uninfected host strains, to both To and Mc. 
hese estimates are necessarily approximate, but it is clear that, while sensitive 
)acteria are at least as resistant to Mc as to Tc, a T-determinant confers much 
iigher resistance to Tc than to Mc in all cases, roughly 10 times as much Tc as Mc 
)eing required to give the same degree of inhibition. T. gives the same high level 
)f resistance in Kiebsiella as R57 and R82 give in F. coli, while R 46 and R 199 
)nly produce a much lower level of resistance. 
Table 2. Approximate MIPC's of strains tested against Tc and No 
MIPO (pg/mi) 
Bacterial R-factor or A 
strain T-piasmid To Me 
RE 26 - 1 2 
R57 120 '0 
1182 160 10 
1146 40 2 
11199 40 2 
Y9A - 1 2 
V9A TK 160 10 
Simple growth tests were used to measure the levels of resistance conferred by 
T-determinant in uninduced and induced cells, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This 
hows V 9 A carrying TR  and growing in broth at 37 00  Four samples were started 
rom an overnight culture at time - 30 mm, and two of them received a small 
mincing dose of the antibiotic at time 0; 15 min later one induced and one unin-
hiced culture received a challenge dose of the drug, and growth was measured at 
ntervals from time 0 by optical density (OD) readings at 550 mu. The inducing 
nd challenge doses were in this case 2 and 40 1ug/ml of Tc. The inducing dose alone 
iad no detectable effect on growth rate, which continued logarithmically, while 
challenge dose added to unmnduced cells caused a rapid decline in growth rate, 
vhich then continued for some time at about 20% of normal. Cells induced and 
hen challenged grew nearly as fast as the controls (at 82% of the rate of cells re-
eiving the inducing dose alone). This graph brings out clearly the marked effect 
)f induction on the level of resistance expressed. 
One question which arises is whether any of the increase in optical density of 
reated cells could be the result of absorption of To and not cell growth, since 
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Time (mm) 
Pig.. 1. Effect of induction and challenge with To on V9 A (TK) growing in broth. 
Black symbols: cultures induced with 2#g/ml To at time 0. White symbols: un - 
induced cultures. Triangles: cultures challenged with 40 pg/mi To at time + 15 mm. 
Circles: unchallenged cultures. 
Izaki & Arima (1963) found that F. coli incubated in a high concentration c 
Oxytetracycline rapidly increased in optical density due to absorption, aithoug] 
the effect was less marked with resistant than with sensitive cells. To test thi 
possibility, K 12 carrying R 57 was induced with 2 jtg/ml To and challenged wit] 
SO pg/ml To, and both OD and viable count were measured at intervals (Fig. 2 
It is clear that a rise in viable count always accompanied a rise in optical density 
and there is no sign of any absorption effect on the latter index. The two indice 
of growth do not show identical trends, but the differences are just what would b 
expected from the fact that cell size in broth-grown cultures increases in early lo 
phase and decreases again as the bacteria approach the end of log phase growth 
Cells challenged with 80#g/ml Tc without previous induction maintained an almos 
constant cell mass (OD) but declined slowly in viable count (by 70 % during th 
105 min following challenge), suggesting that Tc caused a gradual loss of colony 
forming ability without cell lysis. 
We can thus assume that the OD trends in Figs. I and 2 are the result of growth 
and the rates of OD increase after different treatments may be used to separat 
total resistance into a basal and an inducible fraction. Since gradual inductioi 
of high-level resistance may occur when a rather small challenge dose is given ti 
uninduced cells, growth rate was measured during the short period from 15 to 7. 
min after challenge. The OD was read at 30, 60 and 90 min after induction, am 
the linear regression coefficient of log OD against time was used to calculate th 
growth rate in units of number of doublings in cell mass per hour. 
Before looking at the resistance profiles of the five T-determinants to the tw,  
antibiotics, it is necessary to examine the relation between inducing dose and leve 
of induction. Fig. 3 summarizes the results of a number of tests of the typ 
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Fig. 2. Effect of induction and challenge with To on RE 26 (1% 57) growing in broth. 
Challenge dose 80 pg/mI, otherwise symbols and methods as Fig. 1. (a) Optical 
density, (b) viable count. 
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Fig. 3. Determination of optimal inducing concentrations of (a) To and (6) Mc. In-
duction index (vertical scale) is growth rate of cells induced and then challenged, 
calculated as % of growth rate of uninduced unchallenged cells. Horizontal scale 
is inducing concentration. White circles: tests on RE 26 (R 57) challenged with 
(a) 40 pg/mi To or (6) 5 pg/mI 1\ic. Black circles: tests on RE 26 (B 46) challenged 
with (a) 20 pg/mI To or (6) 0-5 pg/mi Mc. (a) Induction and challenge with To. (6) In-
duction and challenge with Mc. 
Ilustrated in Fig. 1, and shows an index of induction efficiency plotted against 
he inducing dose. Suitable challenge doses were chosen to allow for the different 
esistance levels given by the two R-factors R 57 and R 46. The induction index 
the percentage which the growth rate of challenged induced cells forms of that 
I unchallenged uninduced cells. 
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Fig. 4. Induction and challenge tests on RE 26 (B 57) with (a) Tc and (b) Mc. 
Methods as Fig. 1. Black symbols: cells induced with (a) 2 pg/mi To or (b) 01 pg/mi 
Mc. White symbols: uninduced cells. Circles: no challenge. Triangles: challenge 
with (a) 40 pg/ml Tc or (b) 1 pg/mI Mc. Squares: challenge with (a) 80 pg/ml Te or 
(6) 2 pg/mI Mc. Inverted triangles: challenge with (6) 5 pg/mi Mc. 
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Fig. 5. Induction and challenge tests on RE 26 (B 46) with (a) Ta and (6) Mc. 
Methods as Fig. 1. Black symbols: cells induced with (a) lug/ml Tc or (6) 0025 pg/ 
ml Mc. White symbols: uninduced cells. Circles: no challenge. Triangles: challenge 
with (a) 20 /hg/rd To or (6) 1 #g/ml Mc. Squares: challenge with (a) 40 pg/ml To or 
(6) 2 pg/mi Mc. Inverted triangles: challenge with (6) 5 pg/mi Me. 
The curves are all rather flat-topped, showing a considerable range of effectiv 
inducing dose. Thus maximal induction of R 57 was obtained with 2 pg/mi Tc, he 
the range 1-4 pg/mi was almost equally effective, while 02-2 pg/ml Tc gave abot 
equal induction efficiency with it 46. Very little induction by Mc was obtained, he 
the highest levels were within the ranges 01-05 pg/mi for B 57 and 001-04 pg/n 
for B 46. Since the precise choice of inducing dose is not critical, we have chose 
as standard for further tests: 2 and 1 #g/ml Tc and 01 and 0025 pg/ml Mc, n 
spectively, for the B-factors giving high and low levels of resistance as shown i 
Table 2. 
Standard induction tests with Tc and Mc are given for it 57 in Fig. 4 and fc 
R 46 in Fig. 5. Black and white circles show induced and uninduced cells growin 
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Fig. 6. Growth rate (doublings in cell mass per 1w) of (a) RE 26 and (b) V9A(T) in 
broth containing different concentrations of the antibiotic. •, Growing in To; 0, 
growing in Mc. 
rithout challenge, and it is clear that growth is scarcely if at all depressed by the 
riducing dose. Black and white triangles or squares show the effects of particular 
hallenge doses on induced and iminduced cells. In each case the growth rate was 
pproximately constant over the period 30-90 min. 
From a number of tests of this kind we are able to plot a 'resistance profile' for 
iduced and uninduced cells carrying a particular R-factor, showing the growth 
ollowing challenge with different concentrations of antibiotic. However, the 
icture will not be complete without the profile of cells carrying no R-factor, since 
his will enable us to determine whether an R-factor confers any resistance on 
ninduced cells. No induction effect is found with sensitive cells (Franklin, 1967), 
nd the growth rate was measured over the period 30-90 mm, as in the induction 
ests, when the challenge dose was added at 15 mm. The resistance profiles of 
tE 26 and V 9A(T- ) to To and Mc are given in Fig. 6. This shows that both strains 
re about equally sensitive to To and a little more resistant to Mc, the Kiebsiella 
train being clearly more resistant then E. coli to Mc. 
We can now complete the resistance profiles of the R-factor carrying strains, 
nd these are given in Figs. 7-9 for R 57, R 82 and TK'  and in Figs. 10 and 11 for 
lie two factors with lower resistance levels, R 46 and R 199. Study of these 
rofiles brings out the following points. 
In the case of the three high-level determinants (Figs. 7-9) it is clear that: 
(1) Uninduced cells carrying the determinant are much more resistant to both 
ntibiotics than cells carrying no determinant - hence these determinants give 
high basal level of activity in the repressed state. 
(0) \'9A(T) 
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Fig. 7. Resistance profiles of RE 26 (R 57) for (a) To and (b) Mo. Vertical scale: no. of 
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Fig. S. Resistance profiles of RE 26 (B 82) for (a) To and (b) Me. 
Symbols as Fig. 7. 
Previous induction gives a very striking increase in resistance to To an 
a rather small increase in resistance to Mc, indicating that either Mc is a poc 
inducer or induction has very little effect on the ability of Mc to penetrate the eel 
Although sensitive cells are a little more resistant to Me than to To, eel] 
carrying an R-factor are very much more resistant to To than to Mc in the ur 
induced as well as in the induced state (note the different horizontal scales fc 
To and Mc). Therefore, the differences in resistance to the two antibiotics cannc 
be mainly the result of their different induction abilities. 
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Fig. 10. Resistance profiles of RE 26 (R 46) to (a) To and (b) Mc. 
Symbols as Fig. 7. 
(4) It 57 and It 82 have almost identical profiles in F. coli, which are closely 
milar to that of Tx in its Kiebsiella host. 
The two factors It 46 and It 199 (Figs. 10, 11) give much lower levels of resistance 
tan the other group, but still cause a marked increase in the resistance of un-
tduced cells to Tc, compared to sensitive bacteria, while induction by Tc causes 
a appreciable further increase. Tested against Mc, however, there is a barely 
tectable effect of the It-factor in either uninduced or induced cells. 
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Fig. 11. Resistance profiles of RE 26 (R 199) to (a) To and (b) Mc. 
Symbols as Fig. 7. 
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Conccnti-ation of To (jig/nil) 	 Concentration of Mc (jig/mi) 
Fig. 12. Effects of induction by To and Mc on growth rate of RE 26 (R 57) in 
(a) SO tg/mi To and (b) 5 gig/ml Me. •, Cells induced by 2 tgfml To; 0,  cells in-
duced by 01 fig/mi Mc; , uninduced cells. 
Figs. 7-9 suggest that Mc is a poor inducer of increased resistance above ti 
basal; level, and the induction abilities of Me and To on cells carrying R 57 at  
compared in Fig. 12. For this test cells are induced with the optimum induci 
dose of each antibiotic and then challenged with SO 4ug/ml of To or S 4agfml of Y 
and -the effects on growth rate calculated as before. To-induced cells grow- son: 
40% faster than Mc-induced cells after challenge with either antibiotic, indicatiij 
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Table 3. Analysis of B-factor resistance to To and Mc 
(a) Antibiotic concentrations giving 50% reduction in growth rate 
To (tg/rnl) Mc (pg/mi) 
Strain Piasmid U I U I 
V9A - 040 - 1•10 - 
295 66 31 4•2 
RE 26 - 043 - 060 - 
It 57 290 75 2•9 36 
R82 29•0 99 35 42 
it 46 75 125 07 10 
It 199 90 24 08 10 




I/U U/S I/U 
1 
74 22 28 14 
R 57 67 2•6 48 1-2 
R82 67 34 58 1-2 
it 46 17 17 12 14 
It 199 21 27 13 12 
• S is antibiotic concentration giving 50% reduction in growth rate of bacteria not carry-
kg a plasmid. 
lint To is much better than Me as an inducer. However, induction with To still 
aves cells carrying the T-determinant about 16 times as sensitive to Mc as to To, 
nd it thus appears that Mc is more effective than To against 11-factor carrying 
As for two reasons: (1) it is unable to induce maximum resistance and (2) it is 
iuch less effectively excluded from the cell in which maximum resistance has 
een induced. 
A numerical measure of the resistance levels of sensitive, uninduced and induced 
ells carrying the various T-determinants, based on Pigs. 6-11, is presented in 
able 3(a), resistance being measured as the concentration of antibiotic needed 
D reduce growth rate by 50%. Table 3(b) gives the relative increase in resistance 
F uninduced R cells compared with the sensitive strain (ratio lJ/S) and the 
dditional effect of induction by the same thug (ratio I/U). Of particular interest 
i the fact that the induction ratios (I[t.J) are about the same for all determinants 
3sted with a particular antibiotic, while the main difference between the five 
eterininants occurs in the ratio U/S, which is 3-4 times as great for TR, R 57 
rid R 82 as for the two low-level determinants R 46 and R 199. This relationship 
olds true for both antibiotics. In other words, the main difference between the 
igh- and low-level determinants is that the former give a 3- to 4-fold greater 
sistance than the latter in both uninduced and induced cells, in the case of both 
titibiotics. 
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DISCUSSION 
The inducible nature of 11-factor mediated resistance to the tetracyclines 
most simply explained by the following hypothesis, based on that put forward b 
Franklin (1967) and elaborated by Franklin & Cook (1971). In sensitive cell 
a constitutive permease system of unknown function accumulates tetracyclim 
actively from the external medium. The product of the 11-factor resistance gen 
modifies the sites of this permease in the cell membrane so as to reduce sul 
stantially their ability to take up the drug - presumably by reducing the affinit 
of the permease membrane protein for the antibiotic molecule. However, a secon 
11-factor gene represses the transcription of the resistance gene unless the repressc 
product is inactivated by combination with tetracycline, so that induction b 
a sub-inhibitory concentration of the antibiotic is necessary for full expression 
resistance. Challenge of uninduced cells with a high concentration of drug woul 
inhibit protein synthesis and so prevent manufacture of the protein responsib] 
for full resistance. By analogy with induction of the lactose operon, rapid inductio 
of maximum resistance by tetracycline would be expected with this system, u 
was indeed found by Franklin (1967). 
An interesting corollary of this hypothesis is that it should be possible to sele 
single-step chromosomal mutations which give high-level resistance in the absern 
of an B-factor, by either inactivating the permease or modifying it in the sam 
way as the B-factor gene product is assumed to do. Neither class of mutation ha 
been found (Reeve, 1968, and unpublished observations), suggesting that tE 
permease may be an essential structural component of the cell membrane, who 
mutational loss or modification would be lethal. 
It should also be possible to select 11-factor mutants which give fully expresse 
resistance constitutively, either because the repressor gene has been inactivate 
or because the resistance gene has been modified and is no longer repressibli 
One such mutant has been described by Franklin & Cook (1971), and further stud 
of this class of mutants should make it possible to test the validity of the hypothesi 
put forward above. One problem in tests of this kind is that chromosomal mutatior 
are easily selected which give a small increase in tetracycline resistance in sensitiv 
cells but cause a large increase in the resistance conferred by an 11-factor (Reev 
1966). Such mutations are likely to mimic the effects of 11-factor constitutiv 
mutations and will make their analysis difficult. Most of the results given for thei 
mutant strain by Franklin & Cook (1971) could in fact be explained as due t 
a chromosomal mutation. 
The permease model outlined above appears to be quite consistent with publishe 
results and with the observations reported in this paper, in particular the strikin 
differences in resistance level found for the two groups of 11-factors and th 
different reactions shown by both groups to the two antibiotics Tc and M 
Uninduced 11+ cells have a substantial basal level of activity of the T-determinani 
indicating that repression of the resistance gene in the absence of induction 
far from complete. The high-level factors (T E, 11 57 and 11 82) give a 3- to 4-fol 
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ieauer resistance than the low-level factors in both induced and uninduced cells. 
his is most easily explained if the gene product of the high-level factors has 
higher affinity for the permease sites in the cell membrane - or otherwise modifies 
hose sites more effectively in terms of reducing tetracycline permeability. An 
ltemative hypothesis is that the two groups of factor differ only in the number 
f it-factor copies maintained per cell, but it seems unlikely that this would lead 
o proportional differences in the resistance of induced and uninduced cells. 
The second major difference found was that between the activities of Mc and 
c. Mc is both less efficient than To as an inducer of increased resistance and (by 
erence from the relative resistance levels of R+  and R cells to the two anti-
iotics) is also much less effectively excluded from both the induced and the 
ninduced cell. These facts can be explained on the permease hypothesis if Mc 
as less affinity than To for the repressor substance (hence it is a poor inducer), 
nd if the induced change in the permease responsible for high-level resistance has 
uch less effect on the affinity of Mc than of To for the permease, so that Mc is 
aken up more rapidly than To in resistant cells. This second difference appears to 
e responsible for most of the increased effectiveness of Mc compared with To. 
Using both in vivo tests on mice and in vitro tests, Jarolmen et al. (1970) found 
c to be much more effective than Tc or Chlortetracycline against R-factor carrying 
trains of Salmonella choleraesuis and Salmonella typhimurium. Minocycline has 
1so been reported to be more effective than Tc against a number of other bacteria, 
both in vitro and in vivo (Redin, 1966; Blackwood & English, 1970). These bacteria 
Lnclude tetracycline-resistant strains of Staphylococcus aureus, which appear to 
lave a similar mechanism of resistance to that of R-factors, since increased 
resistance is induced by growth in a sub-inhibitory concentration of the antibiotic 
:Sompolinsky et al. 1970a, b). However, Mc does not appear to be more effective 
Ian other tetracyclines against sensitive E. coli and Klebsiella, as we have found, 
nd it is of particular interest that E. coli and S. choleraesuis selected for multi-step 
thromosomal resistance to Chlortetracycline were actually a little more resistant 
o Mc than to To (Jarolmen et at. 1970). These observations may have a bearing 
m future prospects in this field. R-factor resistance developed during several years 
if use of To and the closely related substances Chlortetracycline (7-chloro-Tc) and 
)xytetracycline (5-hydroxy-Tc), all of which appear to be very similar in their 
esistance spectra (Blackwood & English, 1970). Mc is just coming into use, and 
he possibility remains that large-scale use of this drug for a few years may lead 
,o the evolution of R-factors and other resistance determinants which make their 
tost cells more resistant to Mc than to the older tetracycline antibiotics. 
This investigation was supported by a research grant to E. C. R. K from Lederle Labora-
ones. 
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APPENDIX 2. 
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The induction of resistance by tetracycline analogues. 
Fig 25 shows the inducing abilities of five tetracycline 
analogues. 
The cultures were subjected to growth/induction tests 
as described in Chapter 3. The various analogues were added 
as inducers to a final concentration of 2 ug/ml at Time 0. 
All cultures, apart from the untreated control, were then 
subjected to a challenge of 40 ag/mi tetracycline at 15 
minutes. 
The results clearly show that compounds (i) and (2) 
having alterations in the A ring are unable to brine about 
induction of resistance. 
The other compounds (3)-(6) all give induction of ree-
ietanoe to tie onaflenge dosso 
This suggests that the substituents of the A ring may be 
important in recognition by the repressor of the inducible 
resistance system. 
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0 	 30 	 60 	 90 
Time (mm) 
Symbol Inducing compound Challenge 
o Untreated control - 
Tetracyclinonitrile (1) 4O ug/ml TC 
o Dedimethylaminotetracyclmne (2) 11 • deoxytetracycline (3) • 12a-deoxytetracyclmne (4) 
A p-6 deoxy-oxytetracycline (5) 
7 Tetracycline 	(6) 
V No inducer 
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